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Adopting a people centred Pan African model gendered electoral law

Recognizing the rights to equal participation and representation as  fundamental human rights and 
justice, and noting that women participation in electoral processes is a lip service based on the quota 
systems and electoral systems contributing towards equality of  both opportunity and result 

Further elections as a process which should consider women participation for all Acknowledging 
phases to have desired outcomes and impact, and that as  a result, a gendered approach to the entire 
electoral process will contribute towards a more inclusive electoral framework.

Noting and Pledging our unwavering political commitment for supporting electoral processes that 
are free and fair as a key factor responsible for positive results.

Reaffirming member states' commitment to the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights and the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights for inclusive and participatory electoral 
processes

We, Pan African states, Parties to the present law entitled “PAN AFRICAN GENDERED 
ELECTORAL MODEL LAW”

Conscious of  our international law obligations and regional human rights instruments which 
stipulate that “freedom, equality, justice and dignity are essential for the achievement of  good 
governance and development,

Concerned that electoral laws without gender consideration contribute to grave exclusion of  
women representation and participation in positions of  leadership in politics and other key decision 
making positions and therefore depriving the member states of  valuable contribution to 
development and qualitative transformation of  institutions, laws and policies

Acknowledging our commitment of  the member states for pro gender processes and progress 
objectives and functions 

PART I: PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

The objectives of  this Model Law are to provide model provisions that assist Member States 
enact laws on elections that aim to:

1. Objectives 

Urging all Member States to ratify and withdraw any reservation in human rights instruments that 
hinder gender equality and endeavour to ratify and domesticate into national laws this instrument, 
without undue delay

Thus committing ourselves to the following objectives and content of  the Pan African gendered 
electoral model law;

PREAMBLE

Encouraging Member States to mainstream gender into electoral legal frameworks and put in place 
mechanisms to ensure women participation and inclusion in all phases of  elections and in decision 
making;

(a) consolidate electoral democracy in through creating gendered normative standards 
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(b) mainstream gender into the electoral obligations for States that are scattered in 
various electoral instruments, such as the SADC Principles and Guidelines 
Governing Democratic Elections and the Benchmarks for Assessing Democratic 
Elections in Southern Africa; 

(d) provide for key gender considerations that ought to be made in the regulation of  all 
aspects of  the electoral cycle and electoral processes 

(c) assist in the domestication and implementation of  the gender principles, guidelines 
and obligations 

3.  Interpretation of  key Definitions

(e) promote a cordial approach to gender mainstreaming in election observation and 
election management, as a means of  achieving democracy

(h)  promote constitutionalism and the strengthening of  institutions of  democracy such 
as political parties, electoral management bodies (EMBs) and statutory commissions 
that are key for electoral governance such as the human rights, gender, and anti-
corruption commissions. 

to regulate the conduct of  the electoral process; 

(f) promote gender responsive electoral reforms, the strengthening of  electoral 
institutions and the entrenchment of  democratic elections 

(g) facilitate and pursue gender transformative development that embrace inclusivity 
and participatory electoral systems, practices and processes to advance peace, 
mitigate conflict, and deepen democracy; and 

2.  Adoption / domestication of  the model law
This Model Law on Elections is non-binding, however, it is persuasive in guiding gender 
responsive law reform and in particular electoral law. It serves as a blueprint to 
comprehensively guide law and policy makers in modelling gender responsive domestic 
election laws and policies. 

“Equality” means state of  being equal in terms of  enjoyment of  rights in terms of  rights, 
treatment, quantity, or value, access to opportunity and outcomes, including resources
“Gender” means the roles, duties and responsibilities, which are culturally or socially 

ascribed to women, men, boys and girls

“Gender balance” Anything whatsoever to be done in terms of  this Model Law in the 
management and conduct  of  the electoral process shall at all times be done subject to due  
compliance with gender balance or gender equality requirements as provided for in the 
SADC Gender Protocol. The Election Management Body may issue such guidelines or 
make such regulations as may be necessary for the implementation and upholding of  the 
requirements of  the SADC Gender Protocol to achievement of  gender equality. 
“Gender equality” includes the achieving for men and women equal enjoyment of  the 

socially valued political and economic rights, opportunities, resources or rewards in the 
conduct and management of  the electoral process gender equality must be observed in 
particular with respect to—
 (a) the employment of  staff  of  the Election Management Body

“Gender awareness” means the ability to view society from the perspective of  gender 
roles and understand how this has affected women's needs in comparison to the needs of  
men. 

“Discrimination” means any distinction, exclusion, or restriction which has the effect or 
purpose of  impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by any person of  
human rights, and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or 
any other field
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(b) the employment of  the staff  of  the Election Management Body during 
elections 

(d) polling arrangements and process 
“Gender-Inclusive Elections” means the context in which women have the right to be 

legitimate participants in the entire process, whether as voters, aspirants/candidates or as 
actors in election management and as party activists. 

“Gender mainstreaming” means the process of  identifying gender gaps and making 
women's and men's concerns and experiences integral to the design, implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation of  policies, programmes and planned activities so that they 
benefit equally.  It seeks to address men and women's differential barriers to full participation 
in political, economic, social and community development; 

(c) the voter registration process 

“gender sensitive” means having an understanding of  the marginalised position of women 
and consciously challenging the attitudes and behaviour that reinforce women's subordinate 
status.  It further entails acknowledging and taking into account the specific gender needs of  
both men and women at all levels of  planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation; 

“gender transformative”- the process that aspire to tackle the root causes of gender 
inequality and shapes equal power relations.

“gender responsive budgeting” means allocating money for activities that eliminate gender 
barriers to public services and private sector investment with the aim of  mainstreaming 
gender into public finance and economic policy

“gender stereotypes” means the beliefs held about characteristics, traits and activity 
domains that are deemed appropriate for women, men, girls and boys based on their 
conventional roles both domestically and socially;”.

“gender based political violence” means any action or omission that has the purpose or 
result to bias, impede, restrain, suspend, impair, nullify, obstruct, exclude or affect the 
recognition, access, enjoyment or exercise of  political or electoral rights of  a man or woman, 
as well as access to the full exercise of  the duties inherent to his or her position or function in 
public office;  

c)  harassment. Continuous or recurring actions or attacks on a woman causing her 
restlessness and anguish, with the purpose that she performs or omits acts contrary 
to her mandate or function, or temporarily or definitively prevents her exercise. 
Harassment can be physical, sexual, emotional or economic.

d)  “temporary special measures” means a policy programme or measure that 
seeks to address past discrimination through active measures to ensure equal 
opportunity and positive outcomes in all spheres of  life

“impartiality and fairness” means the equal treatment of  voters and contestants and the 
application of  the law, rules and regulations. 

b) persecution. Constant and permanent monitoring of  a woman to act in a certain 
way or take decisions including her resignation, preventing the free exercise of  her 
mandate or function;

a)  pressure.  Negative influence that is exerted on a woman, with actions or omissions 
so that she acts to determine the way or make decisions including her resignation, 
preventing the free exercise of  her mandate or function;

“violence against women in politics” shall include the following: 

“political harassment” shall include the following:

“gender parity” proportionate representation of  men and women in a given group especially 
in leadership intended to fostr a gender neutral and inclusive workplace
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(b)  Emphasising the participation of  all actors in the decision-making process, 

with a particular focus on under-represented groups including women, persons 

with disabilities, youths, persons in incarceration and other places of  detention, 

b) Physical Aggression. It is any action against a woman, in relation to the

damage, internal and / or external, temporary or permanent. which manifests

(e) Credibility and Integrity in electoral process; the state should ensure that 
elec�ons are managed by independent and competent electoral management 
body that shall adheres to elec�ons legal framework and key elec�ons 
principles. That promotes transparency

(a)  Identifying inequalities, discrimination and unbalanced power relations in the 

electoral process. 

The State shall adopt a human rights-based approach through all stages of  the electoral cycle.  

This shall entail:

itself  immediately or in the long term;

1
This shall include;

PART II: PRINCIPLES ON ELECTIONS

political-public function that she exercises, that causes bodily injury or

(d) Secret ballot; ballots must not be linked with voters who cast them and this must 
be maintained throughout the whole electoral process

d) Sexual Assault. Any conduct that violates sexual freedom or sexual self-
determination.

c) Psychological Aggression. It is any act of  devaluation, intimidation or

(a) Genuine elec�ons where voters are offered real choice and their fundamental 
rights are fulfilled

Human rights-based approach

humiliation against a woman in relation to the political-public function that she 
exercises

4.  State shall adopt measures that adhere to interna�onal law principles of elec�ons 
ensuring gender mainstreaming.

© Universal and Equal suffrage all eligible ci�zens inclusive of minority groups 
such as women shall have equal opportunity to par�cipate in elec�ons either 
through their right to register as a voter, right to vote or being voted for

(f) Rule of law; all en��es and ins�tu�ons shall be equally accountable to the 
supremacy of the law. Equity before the law.par�cipa�on before the law

(b) Periodicity of elec�ons; elec�ons should be predictable and legi�mate, and 
must take place at reasonable intervals

 a) Threats. Warning of  producing physical, psychological, sexual, patrimonial or labor 
damage that constitutes a risk or possible danger, for the woman and / or her 
relatives, in relation to the political-public function that she exercises;

1 Art 25 of ICCPR,1966 
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persons in rural areas and other hard-to-reach places . 

The State shall implement appropriate strategies to ensure that the all stages of  the electoral 

cycle are clear, open and understandable for all parties involved. 

(b) Standing as a candidate

(d) Supporting political parties and candidates 

(c)  Employing appropriate strategies to promote gender equality and women's 

participation in the electoral process to assist under-represented groups to 

overcome barriers and level the playing field in politics.

(d)  Ensuring adequate financing of  gender equality and women's participation 

strategies referred to in ( c) above.

Inclusion

The State shall implement appropriate and constructive participation mechanisms to ensure 

that men and women are equally empowered to play constructive roles in all stages of  the 

electoral cycle.

(a) Voting

Participation

(c) Expressing opinions

(e) Freely participating in campaign programmes

Constructive participation strategies in the electoral cycle comprises of  a wide range of  

activities, including: 

(f) Serving as a polling officer

(g) Protesting peacefully

(h) Observing the election

Transparency

The State shall take all legislative and other measures to ensure that all relevant stakeholders 

fully participate in elections without discrimination or violence, regardless of  their sex, gender 

identity, ethnicity, sexual orientation, class, age, disability status and religion, among other 

conditions.

The State shall take reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure that all stakeholders 

involved in electoral processes take responsibility for their actions and are held accountable for 

such actions. 
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Effective collaboration
The State shall take all reasonable measures to ensure that all stakeholders working to promote 
inclusive electoral processes join forces and ensure an effective and sincere collaboration.  

Do no harm
The State shall take all reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure that all actors:

(a)  are aware of  existing social and conflict dynamics,
(b) Do not harm or violate the rights of  any stakeholders through all stages of  the 

electoral cycle. 

4.  Regular democratic elections 

6.   Universal adult and equal suffrage and broad participation

 c. under a system of  separation of  powers that ensures the independence of  
the judiciary and legislature

 e. by impartial, all-inclusive competent and accountable electoral institutions.

 (2) Elections shall be conducted under clear and unambiguous laws, following a detailed 
due process as stipulated.

 a. freely and fairly

 d. at stipulated timeframes, as provided for in the National Constitutions

 (1) The state shall uphold the rule of  law as an essential condition for the fulfilment of  
human rights and representative democracy. 

 (3) The state shall ensure equal adult universal suffrage and broad participation of  
citizens including minority groups and that the broadest pool of  voters are allowed 
to cast ballots.

 (4) All eligible citizens shall have equal opportunity to exercise their right to vote and be 

 b. under democratic constitutions and in compliance with supportive legal 
instruments

5.   Rule of  law and due process 

The State shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that all actors:

(c) Treat all men and women equally and fairly in all stages of  the electoral cycle. 

Impartiality

(a) Maintain impartiality at all times in all stages of  the electoral cycle. 

(b) Work with both men and women from all ideological backgrounds and party 

lines.

(d) Take necessary steps to ensure substantive equality in the treatment of  women 

and men and ensure historical factors that fuel discrimination are effectively 

addressed. 

Integrity
The State shall take all reasonable legislative and other measures to ensure that all actors: 

(a) Reflect high ethical standards through all stages of  the electoral cycle
(b) Abide by the principles of  transparency, accountability, fairness and impartiality, 

increases the credibility of  gender work and strengthen public trust. 
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All stages of  the electoral process shall be conducted without violence, intimidation, 
coercion, corruption, or any conduct that can interfere with the free conduct of  the elections 
in accordance with the values of  electoral justice.

 ii. encourages or incites violence;  or

 (8) The State shall ensure that forms and spaces for participation are effective and 
response to the situations and needs of  various populations especially minority 
groups.

 (5) Universal adult suffrage shall only be restricted based on reasonable and objective 
criteria.

  ii. intimidation 

The State through the body responsible for electoral boundary demarcation shall ensure that 
electoral boundaries are drawn to: 

 (10) Prohibition of  marginalisation of  women and other minority groups through 
violence, intimidation and fraud

 iv. use of  hateful language

 (6) Each eligible voter shall have right to a single vote.

  I. violence

7.   Non-violence (freedom from threats and violence)

8. Boundary demarcation 

 c. All broadcasters and print publishers have an obligation to ensure that their 
news media avoid language that—

 i. encourages racial, ethnic or religious prejudice or hatred;  or

 a. No political parties, its members, supporters or candidate shall marginalise 
women and other minority groups during the electoral process, including 
through –

voted for.

 b. Political parties shall ensure that they put in place measures to address all 
forms of  violence against women and other minority groups including the 
development of  policy such as sexual harassment policies, complaint 
mechanisms for reporting violations and internal penalties that do not 
negate the State penalties.

 iii. fraud

 (7) Every person has the right to participate in public affairs, and citizen shall participate 
in the political processes and in political parties of  their choice voluntarily without 
any coercion and prejudice.

 

 iii. is likely to lead to undue public contempt towards any political party, 
candidate or class of  person 

 (a) ensure that voters are represented in the national, provincial or district and local 
authority legislature.

 (b) Ensure equality of  voting strength

9.   Removal of  barriers
The state shall remove barriers to the electoral process for persons subjected to negative 
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 (b)  The state shall promote campaign and political party funding regulation that ensures 
transparency and shall promote public participation in the process. 

The state shall employ special measures to ensure the fulfillment of  the rights of  vulnerable and 
marginalised groups that face peculiar challenges in exercising election related rights as a result of  
their vulnerability and marginalization.  Such groups typically include but are not limited to women, 
persons with disabilities and elderly persons.  

societal norms and practices such as women and prisoners, those in rural and far-flung areas 
and those with specific impairments such as illiteracy, language barriers, age and disability.

10.  Level playing field
The state shall ensure that the electoral environment shall be conducive to allow candidates 
to compete freely.

11.  Transparency and prevention of  corruption 
 (a)  The state shall ensure a transparent and corruption free electoral process. 

 (c)  There shall be transparency and accountability with regard to the use of  public 
resources by all parties eligible for public funding. 

12.  Recognition and protection of  rights
The state shall take necessary steps to ensure realization and protection of  the rights of  all 
under its jurisdiction. This obligation means ensuring that the domestic legal framework 
incorporates the international obligations in treaties and agreements entered to by the State, 
and that the State regulates violations of  human rights not only by the State itself, but also by 
non-state actors and private individuals.

5.  Key women’s rights that require particular attention in electoral processes

 (2) equal participation
 (3) human dignity 

(4) security of  person
(5) freedom from torture or cruel

 (1) equality and non-discrimination

(6) freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
(7) access to information 
(8) freedom of  expression
(9) freedom of  assembly
(10) access to justice

 (1) The state must ensure freedom of  assembly essential to democratic elections for 
candidates, political parties, voters and other stakeholders. Freedom of  assembly 
may only be restricted under society in the interest of  national security, public safety 
or for the protection of  the rights of  others. 

(11) Right to vote

13.  Freedoms of  association and assembly

 (2) The state shall protect freedom of  association including the right to form political 
parties and to participate freely in the lawful activities of  such political parties. 
Restrictions shall be prescribed by law as necessary in a democratic society in the 
interest of  national security, public safety or for the protection of  the rights of  
others. 
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 (5) The term “measures” encompasses a wide variety of  legislative, executive, 
administrative and other regulatory instruments, policies and practices, which 
include but are not limited to quota systems, allocation and/or reallocation of  

6resources; and preferential treatment.  

Freedom of  movement shall be guaranteed and protected, including the right of  citizens 
who are abroad to return to their country and to participate in elections and electoral 
processes. Any restriction of  the right to freedom of  movement shall be proportionate to the  
interests it intends to protect.

 (1) These include appropriate temporary special measures to accelerate the political 
 2participation of  women in all stages of  the electoral cycle.  

 (2) Temporary special measures should be adopted if  such measures can be shown to be 
necessary and appropriate in order to accelerate the achievement of  the overall, or a 

3
specific goal of, women's de facto or substantive equality.

15.  Equality before the law and absence of  discrimination

 (2) The State shall take legislative and administrative measures to ensure the de facto 
equality of  men and women and to promote and advance equality for all groups that 
have been victims of  previous discrimination.  

 Temporary Special Measures 

 (1) The State shall ensure equality before the law and the absence of  discrimination in 
the exercise of  human rights and fundamental freedoms.

14.  Freedom of  movement 

4
 (3) The adopted measures must be designed to serve a specific goal.

PART III- TEMPORARY SPECIAL MEASURES

 (4) Temporary special measures must be discontinued when their desired results have 
5

been achieved and sustained for a period of  time.

 (6) The choice of  a particular “measure” should depend on the context in which they are 
7applied and on the specific goal it aims to achieve.

 (7) The state shall adopt appropriate temporary special measures to enhance women's 
political participation and representation in the electoral process.  Model temporary 
special measures to enhance women's political participation and representation on 

14

2  UN Commi�ee on the Elimina�on of Discrimina�on against Women (CEDAW), General Recommenda�on No. 25, on ar�cle 4, 
paragraph 1, of the Conven�on on the Elimina�on of All Forms of Discrimina�on against Women, on temporary special 
measures, 2004, at paragraph 24

5   Ibid, para 20.
6   Ibid, para 21. 
7   Ibid, para 22. 

4   Ibid, para 21.

3   Ibid, para 24. 



  a. Constitutionally legislated candidate quotas that are characterised by a 
mandatory minimum percentage representation of  the genders for all 

8elective positions at all tiers of  government.  

 The right to security of  the person shall be protected by the State, and this includes 
protection from arbitrary arrest, detention and exile, and the protection of  voters, candidates 
and their agents, poll workers, and domestic and international observers from interference, 
coercion or intimidation.

  b. Legislative candidate lists that consist of  an equal number of  women and 
men for all elective positions at all tiers of  government.

 (8) The state shall adopt appropriate enforcement and compliance mechanisms to 
9

accompany the chosen temporary special measures.   

16.  Freedom of  opinion and expression

 (9) The state shall legally mandate a specific entity with the obligation to ensure the 
enforcement of  temporary special measures.  

Results of  elections and processes that led to such outcome shall be challenged only in accordance 
with the law of  the land. 

17.  Access to information 

 Free communication of  information and ideas by voters and candidates is essential to 
genuine elections and shall be protected by the State. It may only be restricted under 
circumstances prescribed by law, as necessary in an open and democratic society, and for the 
protection of  the rights of  others as per the law.

18.  Right to security of  the person

the electoral process include but are not limited to: 

 It is the duty of  the State to guarantee citizens' right to request and receiveinformation as a 
critical means of  ensuring transparency and accountability throughout the electoral process.

19.  Equal treatment of  constituencies and voting regions 
 Any acts such as political violence, kidnapping, murder, threats of  sanctions such as denial of  

development opportunities in political party strongholds that prevent eligible individuals to 
register to vote and to vote in secrecy is outlawed.

20.  Acceptance or rejection of  the outcome 
 (1) Electoral candidates and their supporters shall accept and respect the outcome of  

elections that have been proclaimed by the Electoral Management Body in 
accordance with the law of  the land as final. 

8   Best prac�ces – Rwanda, the United Mexican States, the Republic of Nicaragua
9   Best prac�ces – Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Malie, Niger, Spain, Belgium.  See Schedule / Annexure / General Comment 1: 
Mdel Enforcement and Compliance Mechanisms
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(NEW) PART: THE CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Gender and Nationality provisions in Constitutions
The State shall constitutionally entrench the principle of  gender equality in political, economic, social 

10
and cultural spheres.   

PART IV

Nationality rights in Constitutions 

21.  Establishment and composition 

 b. ensure independence and the security of  tenure for its members as 
entrenched in the Constitution;

  respect, competence, impartiality and their knowledge of  elections and political 
development processes. The selection and representation in the EMB shall be 
gender considerate, as well as reflective of  age and regional diversity. The selection 
of  members of  the EMB should be transparent and interviews conducted publicly 
where all political parties and other interested stakeholders may observe. 

 (4) The selection shall be on the basis of  the individual's calibre, stature, public

 (3) The Constitution shall provide for the independent and gender parity in 
appointment of  members of  the EMB and shall provide for the selection of  such 
members by a Parliament or any such other constitutional body. 

PART V: THE ELECTORAL MANAGEMENT BODY (EMB)

 e. maintain independent offices with no interference from any state institution. 

 (5)  The selected members of  the EMB are to be approved by multiparty Parliament . 
where this is not the case, representation of  different parties shall approve and be 
encouraged to consider women representatives

 c. work freely, without interference or intimidation; 

 (2) The composition of  the EMB and the criteria for appointing members of  the EMB 
shall be set out in the Constitution.

The State shall guarantee the supremacy of  women's political rights over negative social, religious 
and cultural practices that impede their political participation. 

 (1) The EMB shall:- 

Access to public space

The State shall ensure that the nationality rights provided for in Constitutions or legislation are 
determined by the citizenship of  either parent. 

 a. be independent, subject only to the Constitution and the law as passed by 
Parliament; 

22.  Independence

 (1) The Electoral Management Body(EMB) shall be established by the Constitution. 

 d. be accountable only to Parliament. The law shall provide for the EMB to 
report to Parliament once a year, and in addition, Parliament shall have the 
power to request representations, submissions or reports from the EMB at 
its instance. Such EMB reports shall include statistics on gender;

16

10    Best prac�ces - Uganda, Morocco, Rwanda, Kenya, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Bolivia, Belgium, Ecuador, Colombia, Canada
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 b. all persons employed by the Election Management Body receive training in 
all gender issues, including mandatory periodic gender and inclusion short-
courses

23.  Recruitment of  Staff

(5) The EMB shall be responsible for coordination of  the Election Officers recruited 
for a temporary period to conduct voting at polling stations across the country, and 
such Election Officers shall be properly and adequately trained prior to deployment. 

(3) All decisions and actions of  the EMB are subject to judicial review. 

(2)  Every individual and political party participating in elections shall recognize the 
authority of  the EMB as the body empowered to oversee the electoral process and 
accordingly render full cooperation to such an EMB in order to facilitate its duties. 

(2) Measures to be taken to maintain a permanent gender balanced professional staff  
include the adoption of  a gender-sensitive recruitment policy.  Model gender 
sensitive measures for gender sensitive recruitment policies shall include:

 d. Identifying and prioritisation of  'Female friendly positions' within the 
organisation (including women with families, women with disabilities, 
women from marginalized ethnic groups and young women

(1) The EMB shall have the powers to recruit Election Officers on a temporary basis for 
polling purposes

(4)  EMB to have inherent powers to issue instructions in emergency situation on 
electoral day to meet unforeseen contigency

  (1) The Election Management Body shall ensure that—

 c. Inviting applications from women in the job descriptions, disseminating job 
advertisements among women's networks and establishing gender-balanced 

11
selection panels.   

(2) The EMB have the autonomy to appoint and dismiss its professional staff, and in its 
staff  shall no secondment be permitted. 

 b. Adopting positive discrimination and prefer a woman instead of  a man, 
where the candidates have similar qualifications and level of experience.

(3) Staff  shall be appointed and dismissed based on professionalism and competence, 
which includes experience, expertise, objectivity, efficiency, accuracy and 
commitment. 

(4) Staff  of  the EMB shall be clothed with security of  tenure, and. 

(6) Electoral staff  at all levels shall be neutral and nonpartisan. 

 (a) EMB shall be a body that functions continuously throughout all election phases

 a. there is gender mainstreaming in every structure of  the Election 
Management Body;

 a. Ensuring that the educational and criterion are not too stringent 

 (b) Removal can only be removed from office for violation of  the electoral law, gross 
negligence, incompetence or incapacity

Tenure of  EMB

(7) The EMB shall ensure that its permanent staff  is fully trained, equipped and 
competent for the discharge of  their legal duties. 
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 i. Transformative gender awareness and training and inclusion in 
annual plans and programme activities 

 ii. Resources and budget lines for gender mainstreaming 

 2. Providing information to women candidates and voters on 
how to report violence and procedures for dealing with 

 a. developing internal gender policies / strategies Model EMB Gender Policies 
may include commitments towards the following:

 viii. Mainstreaming gender in voter education

 1. Creating a conducive operating environment for women 
candidates through raising awareness and denouncing 
violence against women;

 iii. Mainstreaming gender in Workplace Code of  Conduct and 
performance reviews

 v. Research and knowledge production

 vii. Workplace facilities and infrastructure 
 vi. Capacity building and institutional strengthening 

 iv. Gender-responsive monitoring and evaluation 

 x. Developing gender sensitive logistics and security plans.  Model 
gender sensitive security and logistics plans may include the 
following:

 ix. Gender and inclusion in engagements with external players such as 
political parties, media, CSOs, traditional leaders and disabled 
persons organisations.

 (10) mainstreaming gender in electoral processes.  Model strategies for mainstreaming 
gender in electoral processes shall include but not be limited to:

 The EMB shall be responsible for the following: 

 (1) organizing and conducting elections, by-elections and referenda in accordance with 
the Constitution and the law; and 

 (2) ensuring secrecy of  the vote
 (3) ensuring the delivery of  free and fair, accessible, credible, peaceful and transparent 

elections, with candidates and voters participating without hindrance, coercion or 
violence, and with the expressed will of  the voters being reflected accurately in the 
pronounced results of  elections. 

 (4) ensuring that there is effective communication and consultation with election 
stakeholders and the wider public before, during, and immediately after elections. 

 (5) holding periodic meetings with representatives of  the media at every important stage 
of  the electoral process as a way of  communicating with the general public, and shall 
conduct general media briefings and general statements to the media to avoid 
misrepresentation. 

 (6) preparing and making available a time-table of  the electoral process to all 
stakeholders. 

 (7) ensuring that there is adequate voter and civic gender sensitive education on 
elections and electoral processes. 

 (8) The EMB  shall have the legislative power to develop gender responsive electoral 
regulations, on various election management issues, including on civic and voter 
education, voter registration and the voting process.  

24.  Duties  and Functions of  EMB

 (9) the identification and elimination, at every level of  the elections, of  all forms of  
gender based political violence and gender stereotypes.
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 (2)  The EMB shall be accountable only to Parliament for the rules it promulgates, 

 xi. Collection, analysis and dissemination of  sex-disaggregated data

10.  Promulgation of  electoral regulations

 ix. Early and wide dissemination of  election calendars, information and 
deadlines for candidate registration, challenges and complaints, 
voter registration and voting to both women and men

 x. Developing voter and civic education materials, handbooks and 
communications which depict women as prominently as men, and in 
gender neutral language 

 (1)  Promulgation of  electoral regulations operationalising the electoral law shall be the 
sole prerogative of  the EMB, which is the organiser and conductor of  elections in 
line with the constitution. The regulations shall not be subject to approval or 
rejection by the Minister responsible for the administration of  the Electoral Act, or 
any other minister or executive functionary. 

 vii. Establishing monitoring and evaluation mechanisms for each 
electoral activity. 

 viii. Reviewing, monitoring and evaluating all electoral activities from a 
gender perspective

conflicts or violence

 b. creating gender units or committees

 3. Protecting female candidates in election-security planning. 
 4. Identifying volatile/hotspot areas, increasing security and 

set up incidence reporting mechanism such as toll-free 
numbers

 5. Working with relevant stakeholders such as security forces 
and political parties to ensure that female candidates are 
protected from harassment and intimidation throughout the 
electoral process. 

 6. In the event of  cases of  harassment, intimidation and 
violence against female candidates, ensuring that relevant 
authorities such as the police or courts deal with the 
perpetrators swiftly and in accordance with the law.

 c. staff  development training programmes

 e. gender sensitive planning and implementation. Model gender
 d. leadership trainings for female staff

  sensitive planning and implementation strategies may include the following:

 ii. Creating systems to collate and monitor gender-disaggregated data 
for all electoral activities. 

 iii. Carrying out gender-sensitization trainings for EMB staff  
 iv. Consulting women stakeholder groups as part of  the planning 

exercise. 
 v. Conducting a gender analysis of  the pre-election processes to 

identify gaps 
 vi. Deve lop ing  ope r a t i ona l/ s ecu r i t y  p l an s  and  r e l a t ed 

instructions/directives that incorporate gender targets and 
activities, which specifically address the needs of  women.

 i. Allocating budget/resources for gender activities 
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 1. reject the list, 

 (1) If  a representative from a political party list dies, withdraws from the party list, 

  (iii) the use of  rank order / placement rules that require all candidate lists for all 
elections to be headed by a female candidate, to alternate between male and 
female candidates under a zipper system and for women to be nominated in 
seats where they have a real chance of  being elected

 (3)  Parliament may legislate for the budgetary allocation of  the EMB not to go through a 
Ministry or a Government Department. 

 (1)  The EMB shall have its own budget for all its activities and functions pre-elections, 
during elections, and post-elections, and for the full operation of  the Commission in 
non-election season, directly voted for by Parliament and allocated from the 
consolidated revenue fund. 

provided that such rules or any of  its conduct are subject to judicial review upon 
application.

 (2) Upon review of  the candidate lists, the Election Management Body shall take one of  
the following actions:

Obligation of  Election Management Body to review political party lists to ensure 
compliance with gender provisions

Re-allocation of  special seat to candidates of  same gender

11.  Finance and accountability 

  (i) issue the political party with a certificate of  compliance and or provide  

(3) The Election Management Body may, by notice in the gazette, issue regulations 
prescribing guidelines to be complied with in preparation of  party lists.

 2. disqualify the political party from competing in the election, or 

 (2)  The State shall ensure that funding of  the EMB is guaranteed and protected in the 
Constitution. 

 (1) Upon receipt of  a party list from a political party, the Election Management Body 
shall review the list to ensure compliance with the prescribed gender equality 
regulations, including;

 3. impose legal sanctions upon the political party

 (5)  The EMB shall manage its own allocated funds, and the Head of  the EMB shall be its 
accounting officer for all public and private funds it has received.

  (i) mandatory legislative candidate quotas for all elective positions in all tiers of  
government to be composed of  a minimum mandatory percentage of  50% 
women and 50% men

(4) The Election Management Body shall ensure that no more than two-thirds of  the 
membership of  the assembly are of  the same gender.  

  (ii) legally mandating all candidate lists for all tiers of  government to be 
composed of  50% women and 50% men and—

(ii) require the political party to amend the party list to ensure such compliance, 
failing which the Election Management Body shall take any of  the following 
actions–

incentives to the party; or

 (4)  Parliament shall provide adequate financing and gender responsive budgeting to the 
EMB throughout the electoral cycle, and for ongoing operations of  the EMB 
outside election seasons. EMB shall be encouraged to have gender sensitive activities 
during the electoral process.
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changes parties, resigns or is expelled from his or her party during the term of  the 
representative, the Election Management Body shall opt to allocate the seat of  the 
representative to the next candidate of  the same gender on the respective political 
party list as far as is possible.

(4)  Electoral systems reform should be so that all stakeholders,  inclusive 
particularly the electorate understand the mechanics of  the system in terms 
of  how the seats allocation would be determined; the nature of  
representation and the political consequences of  the system.

PART VI

PART IV: ELECTORAL SYSTEMS

28.  Electoral System Design and Principles
 (1)  The Constitution shall provide for an electoral system that ensures broad 

participation of  citizens especially in the electoral marginalised groups 
process.

(2)  The engineering of  the electoral system shall be guided by the political, 
historical, socio-economic factors as well as the party system of  each country 
and embrace principles such as: genuine choice; representation; 
transparency, legitimacy.

(3)  The Electoral law should clearly set out the form, content and formulas of  
the electoral system adopted.

(5)  Electoral systems should aspire to promote gender equality, promoteand 
protect fundamental human rights as well as the secrecy of  the ballot. 

PART VII DELIMITATION OF ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES

(3)  Appointment of  members to the delimitation body shall be a process that ensures 
independence and members are guaranteed security of  tenure at law.  The selection 
of  the members shall be gender considerate at all processes. 

(4)  The delimitation process shall be inclusive, have representatives of  the electorate, 
political parties, civil society and similar stakeholders and individuals with relevant 
skills and experience. The representation shall be gender considerate.

(6)  delimitation process should take into consideration  key populations in the 
concerned area such as women, youth, elderly persons, people with disabilities this 
will enable EMB easy targeting interventions

(8) delimitation dispute resolution process to be prescribed in the national law  

(1)  The Constitution or relevant national legislation shall provide for a body that is 
responsible for the delimitation of  electoral boundaries at all levels of  political 
representation for which elections are held. 

30.  Delimitation and demarcation body

(5)  Delimitation should not be undertaken for party political gain but be in line with the 
human rights obligations 

(7)  delimitation should be done in  a manner that achieves fair representation of  the 
electorates, 

(2)  Such body shall be independent and subject to the Constitution and the law. 
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The delimitation body shall:- 
(1) draw the boundaries of  constituencies in a fair manner applying a stipulated
 formula prescribed by legislation, taking into consideration population size and 

geographical considerations such as location and accessibility. 
(2) take into consideration historical, geographical/natural or political/administrative 

boundaries, and population sizes and demographics which could be crucial in 
determining representation of  various marginalized constituents such as women, in 
a non-discriminatory or distorted manner.

30.  Delimitation exercise and considerations

(3) prescribe for timing of  delimitation to ensure impartiality. 
(4) resolve disputes through processes prescribed in the national law. 

PART VIII: TIMING OF ELECTIONS

(1)  Elections shall be conducted periodically., and at regular intervals and be predictable. 
Such intervals, as well as any variations, shall be clearly set out in the electoral law or 
the Constitution of  the country. 

(6)  Parliament shall approve the alteration or fixing of  election dates pursuant to (4) and 
(5).

(5)  Political unrest, anticipation of  unrest, and eruption of  violence shall not constitute 
force majeure or unique exigencies unless it is such that the security forces have failed 
to bring the country to order, provided that no state of  emergency may be declared 
to prevent the holding of  elections. 

(1)  The EMB shall release a schedule for each election indicating among other things: 

32.  Election Schedule

(2)  The Constitution or an electoral law shall stipulate the time in the form of  specific 
dates within which elections shall be held so that all electoral stakeholders can 
adequately prepare and participate in the electoral process.

(d)  the cut-off  dates for the EMB to decide on the candidate lists objections; 

(4)  Any postponement of  the election shall be necessary by reason of  force majeure or 
circumstances where it is not reasonably possible to conduct a free and fair election. 

(b)  the cut-off  time for the voters list that are eligible to vote (alternatively, the 
cut-of  date for the registration of  voters for that election): the cut-off  date 
for the submission of  the lists of  candidates to the EMB; the cut-off  dates 
for the issuance of  the list of  non-compliance by candidates; 

(e)  the cut-off  dates for the appeals against the decisions of  the EMB; 

31. Regularity of  elections and election dates�

(c)  the cut-off  dates on which the list of  candidates can be inspected and be 
objected to; 

(3)  If  the stipulation in (2) is not possible, the Head of  State shall be required by the 
electoral law to give adequate notice from the date of  dissolution of  Parliament for 
an election date to give sufficient time to the EMB to prepare for the elections and to 
ensure fair play. 

(a)  the cut-off  times for all activities to be performed in terms of  the Election 
Timetable; 

(f)  the cut-off  dates for the (Electoral) Court to decide on the appeals lodged 
against the decision of  the EMB; the date on which the final list of  eligible 
candidates will be published; 
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PART VIII: POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTION CANDIDATES

(k)  the cut-off  dates for the filing of  appeals against the decisions of  the EMB in 
respect of  the petitions filed; 

(m)  the final date on which the results will be declared and published. 

(6)  Political parties wishing to de-register shall communicate this in writing to the 
body responsible and that body shall have the authority to effect the changes 
necessary to the status of  such political parties following due process. 

(h)  the cut-off  date for the declaration of  Election Results; 
(I)  the cut-off  date for the submission of  election petitions concerning matters 

that affect the materiality of  the Election Results to the EMB; 

 (2)  Referenda shall be organized and regulated as any other election as per this Model 
Law.

33.  Referenda

(4)  The registrar shall maintain and update all information regarding political 
parties such as membership and reports both financial and narrative

33.  Registration of  political parties

(5) The registrar shall also ensure compliance with electoral law registration 
procedures

(2)  The election schedule, including all stages of  electoral events should be a subject of  
consultation with all election stakeholders. 

(2)  There shall be a law to regulate the registration, the activities and de-
registration of  political parties. Such law shall also address the funding of  
political parties parties and the need for office bearers to be gender balanced .

35.  Registration of  political parties with the Election Management Body for election 
purposes
(1b)  All governing bodies of  political parties must reflect gender balance.  

(3)  The election schedule shall allow for sufficient time to complete the different aspects 
of  the electoral calendar, including for registration of  complaints and disputes and 
the resolution thereof  having due consideration to the circumstances of  political 
candidates. 

 (1)  The Constitution shall stipulate a clear process on how citizens may initiate issue-
based referenda in certain parts of  the country, region or nationally. 

(l)  the cut-off  dates for the (Electoral) Court to decide on the appeals to the 
decision of  the EMB on the issues raised in petitions; the final date by which 
the epic court could decide on any appeals against the decisions of  the 
(Electoral) Court; and 

(j)  the cut-off  dates for the EMB to decide on the election petitions submitted; 

(1c)  Every political party shall educate all citizens on politics and their rights to political 
and 

(g)  the dates on which special voting will be held (if  any); 

(1)  Every citizen shall have the right to form and run a political party and all 
parties shall be encouraged to ensure equal gender representation and 
participation as candidates in elections.

(3)  The body responsible for the registration of  parties as per the law referred to 
in (2) above shall maintain an updated list of  all registered political parties in 
the country and shall release such information upon request by any individual 
or entity in accordance with  processes laid out in the law. 
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(3)  Restrictions on candidate eligibility shall not be based on religion, creed, 
gender, ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, marital status, or physical 
disability.

(2)  Individual candidates contesting elections as members of  a political party shall 
automatically have their candidature nominations and registrations revoked upon 
de-registration of  the political party under (1) or (2). Such individuals are eligible for 
nomination and registration as independent candidates or as members of  another 
political party, and such nomination and registration shall follow the normal 
procedure. 

(1)  Eligibility of  individuals to contest elections as candidates shall be provided 
for by the Constitution and electoral legislation. 

36.  Eligibility of  candidates

(2)  Every citizen has the right to be elected, and this right may only be restricted 
based on objective and reasonable criteria, which include residency, age, 
mental incapacity, criminal conviction, minimum amount of  support from 
potential voters, or a reasonable monetary fee. 

(2)  The EMB shall have the powers to promulgate regulations on the registration 
and nomination of  voters and candidates, and such promulgated rules shall 
ensure that registration and nomination of  voters and candidates shall not be 
encumbered by unnecessary technical and procedural constraints. At a 
minimum: 

  (b)  The EMB shall delimit the First Past the Post constituencies by 
gender.

 (3)  The EMB shall by gazetted regulations set up registration and nomination 
procedures and time lines. 

(5)  The EMB shall have the powers to extend the time for nominations, 
including for specific nomination centres in the event of  an election being 
postponed under circumstances stipulated in Section 31 of  

(7)  Nomination fees to stand as a candidate shall be reasonable and affordable so 
as not to unduly exclude potential candidates.

(4)  At a time stipulated by the EMB, contesting political parties, alliances and or 
coalitions shall submit a list of  all their candidates at all levels of  the election. 
Subsequent alterations to the list shall be done in the manner provided by the 
EMB. 

(1)  Registration and nomination of  electoral candidates shall be administered by 
the EMB. 

  (a)  Political parties shall submit gender balanced lists of  candidates that 
are nominated per province. 

(9)  Political parties and coalitions wishing to de-register, withdraw their 
candidature, or any of  their candidates from an election, shall communicate 
this in writing to the EMB, and the EMB shall effect the changes necessary to 

(8)  Refusal by the EMB to register a candidate's nomination may be challenged 
by the candidate before the Electoral Tribunal, after which, if  not resolved, 
the candidate may bring the matter before the Electoral Court. Appeal 
procedures post that shall be in terms of  the normal legal appeal processes in 
the Member State. 

(6)  The right to stand as a candidate in an election shall be on free and equal 
grounds and be based on any grounds of  discrimination, race , gender and 
any other status.

36.  Nomination and registration of  candidates
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(4)  Election agents shall be given unhindered access to the polling stations at which they 
are posted, and shall be consulted in decisions made by the Presiding Officer or the 
Chief  Election Officer, as the case may be, at each polling station. 

(2)  Where polling streams have been created by the EMB, candidates, political parties 
and coalitions shall be entitled to appoint election agents to represent them in each 
polling stream. 

(3)  The names of  appointed election agents shall be communicated to the EMB in 
writing by the cut-off  date stipulated by the EMB in issued regulations or gazetted 
notices. 

(5)  Election agents shall ensure that the interests of  their candidates, political parties and 
coalitions are advanced in so far as the holding of  free and fair, transparent, peaceful 
and credible elections. Election agents shall also observe and monitor vote counting 
and may transmit results in respect of  their polling station to their principal. 

39.  Political party funding 

(1) Parliament shall enact a law to make provision for public and private campaign 
finance for and political parties and candidates with clear rules and procedures to 
govern the process, considering the need for an even playing field. 

a. The State shall ensure that public funding is on a pre determined and 
legislated formula that ensures non-discrimination, proportionality and 
equality. 

c. Parliament should provide modalities of  the allocation and disbursement of  
candidate and party campaign funds as well as funds for parliamentary 
parties' and Independent Members of  Parliament from the fiscus, including 
the allocation formula. 

b. Political parties whose candidate lists fail to meet a 50/50 threshold of  male 
and female shall not be entitled to public campaign funds.  

e. Every political party shall earmark a minimum percentage of  funds 
specifically for activities geared towards increasing or supporting women's 

(2) On Public Funding: 

d. There shall be a pre-determined ceiling for campaign spending

the status of  such political parties or its candidates. Any such withdrawals 
shall only be permissible if  carried out before the end of  the deadline 
imposed by the EMB.

37.  Registration of  independent candidates
(1) The electoral law shall make provisions for the contesting of  elections by 

Independent candidates. 
(2)  Independent candidates’ intent on running for elections shall not be required to 

maintain standing registration with the EMB as with political parties, but shall 
register with the EMB for purposes of  the election for which they wish to context. 

38.  Election agents
(1) Every independent candidate, political parties and coalitions shall be entitled to 

appoint an election agent to represent them at each polling station and to monitor 
voting at the respective station. 

12    Best prac�ce – Panama
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d. The state shall take various legislative and other measures to enable private 
actors to support first time female candidates running for office. 

PART IX: ELECTORAL CODE OF CONDUCT

12 
participation. There should be a law reforms geared towards promotion of  
women representation in the electionsAll political parties shall develop 
Temporary Special Measures aimed at lessening the financial burden for 
female candidates.  At a minimum, this shall include: 

(iii) Paying child-care expenses as part of  personal expenses for female 
14

candidates during campaigns inclusive sanitatory pads
f. Parliament shall make provision for accountability in the use of  public funds 

by the body entrusted with the funds as well as the recipient candidates, 
political parties and coalitions (as the case may be). Party shall ensure 
accountability of  funds and failure of  which shall result in institutions of  
action against such party.

h. The EMB shall be empowered to ensure that proper election expenses 
returns are submitted on time, to inspect party accounts, to undertake 
verification of  spending by political parties and to require political parties 
and candidates to have properly and regularly audited and verified accounts. 

I. The EMB shall be empowered to enforce campaign finance regulations and 
15

impose relevant punitive measures or incentives  where appropriate. 
j. Inclusivity of  women and youth in political parties’ structures and 

nomination lists shall be a requirement for access to public funding.

(4) On Private funding: 

b. Parliament shall require full disclosure of  the private sources of  private 
funding. 

c. In order to limit the undue impact of  money on the democratic process and 
the outcome of  an election, the electoral law shall

 through promulgated regulations
 i. ; parties to declare donations which exceeds a prescribed ceiling
 ii. and prohibit certain types of  campaign expenditures; 

(i) Lowering or waiving candidate registration fees for women
13

(ii) Paying polling agent fees for female candidates

g. The state shall legislatively provide for regular auditing of  political parties' 
and candidates' electoral accounts, including sources of  funding and 
expenditures.

 iii. place campaign expenditure ceilings;

a. Funding of  political parties and candidates, including foreign funding, shall 
be regulated by a law passed by Parliament. 

40.  Binding Code of  Conduct
(1)  The EMB shall ensure that there is a gender focused binding code of  conduct 

governing the conduct of  all activities legally recognized before, during and after 
elections. 

14   Best prac�ce - Canada

13   Best prac�ce – Burkina Faso

15   Best prac�ces – Cape Verde, Ethiopia
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(2)  The code of  conduct shall ensure protection of  the right to vote and provide a 
comprehensive provision on prohibited conduct all electoral actors.

2(a)  The Code of  Conduct shall place an obligation on all registered political parties, 
referendum committees, officials of  political parties and, candidates and other 
“concerned persons,” to commit themselves —
 (i) to promote gender equality;
(ii) to promote the fair representation of  special interest group
(iii) to publicly condemn, avoid and take steps to prevent violence and 

intimidation; including gender based political violence 

(vi) respect women's political and electoral rights in all aspects of  the electoral 
cycle, in the various capacities that they hold, including the rights to - 

 (2b)  The Code of  Conduct shall place an obligation on every registered political party 
referendum committee, candidate, agent and political party to – 

(v) publicly condemn, avoid and take steps to prevent violence and intimidation; 
including violence against women in politics

i. equality and non-discrimination

iv. security of  person

(i) promote the active and equal participation of  women in political processes

ii. equal participation

vi. freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

(iv) not take part in any activity that incites hatred or enmity, including amongst 
the gender

(v) to reject the use of  inflammatory and abusive comments inciting violence or 
racial, ethnic, religious, or gender-based hatred

(ii) ensure free access of  women and persons with disabilities to all public 
political meetings, marches, demonstrations, rallies and other public political 
events; and

 (vii) Provide protection measures to all women that are subjected to violence, 
regardless of  their capacities and circumstances

v. freedom from torture or cruel

ix. freedom of  assembly
x. access to justice

(iii) take reasonable steps to ensure that women are free to engage in any political 
activity.

iii. human dignity 

vii. access to information 

(iv) respect the right of  women to communicate freely with political parties, 
committees and candidates;

viii. freedom of  expression

(2c)  The Code of  Conduct shall place an obligation on all those bound by the Code to 
avoid any discrimination based on race, sex, gender, pregnancy, marital status, health 
status, ethnic or social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, 
culture, dress, language or birth in connection with the election and political activity.  

(2d)  The Code of  Conduct shall place an obligation on every political party and every 
candidate to publicly condemn any action that may undermine the free and fair 
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(2f)  The Code of  Conduct shall specifically prohibit all Political Parties from incitement 
on the basis of  gender, ethnicity, religion, creed, sect or any other criterion, including 
in speeches, songs and slogans.

(4a)  Gender Focal persons in the EMB shall develop internal regulations to enforce the 
prohibition of  violence against women in politics provisions, and to carry out 
activities aimed at promoting the prevention of  violence against women in politics 

41.  Code of  Conduct and campaigns

 a. any gender based violence or intimidation

(2e)  The Code of  Conduct shall prohibit all political parties, its members, supporters or 
candidates from resorting to the use of  inflammatory language, provocative actions, 
images or manifestation that incite violence, hatred, contempt or intimidation 
against another party or candidate or any person or group of  persons on grounds of  
ethnicity or gender or for any other reason during the electoral process. Accordingly, 
no Political Party or candidate shall issue any poster, pamphlet, leaflet or other 
publication that contains any such incitement.

(3) The EMB shall promote the dissemination of  information that is targeted at women 
and encourages women’s political participation

(2) The EMB shall establish mechanisms for the “prevention, treatment and 
punishment of  individual or collective acts of  harassment and/or of  violence 

16against women in politics.”  

 The Code of  Conduct shall be binding to all electoral stakeholders including: 
political parties, independent candidates, members and supporters of  political 
parties, the media, civil society groups, security sector agents, Election Officers, the 
EMB, and the Government.

The Code of  Conduct shall have provisions that emphasise and guide behaviour of  all 
stakeholders during election campaigns and other political activities.

 b. any political harassment against women, including political pressure and 
persecution

(2) At a minimum, the Code of  Conduct shall contain the following provisions 
to ensure that the electoral campaign process is gender sensitive:

(4)  The EMB shall provide incentives to parties that demonstrate intolerance to gender 
based political violence and violence against women in politics

conduct of  elections— in particular condemn and dissociate themselves 
unreservedly and publicly from:

 c. any violence against women in politics, including threats of  such violence, 
physical aggression, psychological aggression and sexual assault; including 
when these acts benefit them and/or are committed by a stakeholder with 
whom they are formally or informally associate

(3)  The development of  the code of  conduct by the EMB shall be done in consultation 
with all stakeholders. 

(4b)  Duty bearers/authorities who are aware of  actions of  gender based political violence 
and or violence against women in politics shall submit such information to the EMB 
for appropriate redress

 (c) The EMB shall ensure that there is equal opportunity and treatment of  male 

16    See Schedule / Annexure / General Comment 2 for model mechanisms for the ''preven�on, treatment and punishment of 
individual or collec�ve acts of harassment and/or of violence against women in poli�cs
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(e) The EMB shall develop mechanisms for enforcement and penalties for non 
compliance 

and female candidates
(d) The harassment and intimidation of  women during campaigns is prohibited

42.  Signing of  the code of  conduct

43.  Breach

(3)  The Code of  Conduct shall empower the EMB to take one of  the following 
options, in instances where there is an infringement of  the prohibition of  
gender based political violence' and violence against women in politics: 

   ii. issue a formal warning; or

   iv. issue an order prohibiting the political party, whether permanently or 
for a specified period, from utilizing any public media time, through 
the television or radio broadcasting service of  such media as have 
been or may be allocated to the political party for electoral purposes; 
or 

   iii. issue fine determined by the EMB; or

All political parties and independent candidates shall sign the Code of  Conduct 
before being included on the ballot paper and they shall abide by the Code of  
Conduct, which shall provide for sanctions in the event of  breach.

   v. issue an order prohibiting the political party, referendum committee 
or candidate from carrying out specified actions;

  vi. in case of  fine imposed, prohibit the defaulting party from participating in 
ongoing and future elections as candidates in case of  a defaulting candidate; 
or prohibit the political party or the referendum committee official from 
participating in ongoing elections and referendum, and future elections or 
referendum; or any activity facilitated by the EMB until such fine has been 
paid; 

  vii. in case of  failure to comply with any other sanctions imposed, cancel the 
right of  such political party or candidate to participate in the next election; 
and file execution proceedings in the High Court to enforce the recovery of  
the fine.

 (4) The Code of  Conduct shall, in instances where a political party, referendum 
committee, leader or any office bearer, member or person who supports the political 
party, referendum committee or any candidate at an election fails, neglects or refuses 
to comply with the orders of  the EMB, empower the EMB to impose upon the 
defaulting party any of  the following sanctions which may be suspended on specific 
conditions—

 (5) Fines that are imposed by the EMB under this Code shall be registered in the High 
Court. 

 (6) The Code of  Conduct shall empower the EMB to, either of  its own motion or in 
consequence of  any report made to it, institute proceedings in the High Court as may 
be appropriate in the case of  any alleged infringement of  this Code.  

(1)   The EMB shall put in place a mechanism to monitor the breach of  a Code of  
Conduct. Transgressions shall be dealt with through the Electoral Court or 
equivalent statutory body provided for in the law of  the Member State.

 (7) The Code of  Conduct shall, in instances where the Court finds an infringement of  
the provisions of  this Code, empower the Court to do the following in these 
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Additional key gender issues for consideration

(1)  Eligible prisoners or detainees shall be entitled to vote. The State shall make 
arrangements to facilitate the registration, voter education and voting by 
prisoners or detainees in all detention and correctional facilities within the 
country.

44.  Eligibility of  voters

  ix. in the case of  the leader, any office-bearer or member of  a political party or 
person who supports the political party or of  any candidate, that any act or 
omission involving gender based violence, violence against women in 
politics, political harassment, or intimidation or gross or systematic violation 
of  the rights of  any political party candidate or voter, the Court may in 
addition to or in substitution of  any other penalty or sanction; make an order 
disqualifying, in the case of  a person who is a candidate, that person from 
being a candidate or deleting the name of  that candidate from the list or lists 
of  candidates concerned.

 (9) prohibition of  family voting, with legislated mechanisms for its prevention, 
detection and mitigation

PART X: ELIGIBILITY OF VOTERS

(3)  Citizens in the diaspora, in the case of  presidential and parliamentary 
elections, shall be eligible to vote as prescribed in the law. 

(2)  The State shall ensure that these arrangements are made in every country 
where the Government maintains a permanent diplomatic mission.

(2)  In the case of  local government elections all foreign nationals who are 
resident in the country for a period of  time prescribed by law shall be eligible 
to vote. 

45.  Eligible individuals living and working outside the country

 (8) promotion of  the use of  voluntary party quotas

  viii. in the case of  a political party, any act or omission involving gender-based 
violence, violence against women in politics, political harassment, 
intimidation or a gross or systematic violation of  the rights of  any political 
party, candidate or voter, the Court may, in addition to or in substitution for 
any other penalty or sanction, make an order cancelling the right of  such 
party to participate in the election concerned; or

(1)  All persons who are citizens of  the State upon attaining the prescribed age 
shall be eligible to vote at the time of  elections. 

 (1) The State shall make arrangements to enable people living and working 
outside the country to register to vote and to vote where a country maintains 
diplomatic or trade missions.

46.  Prisoners

(2)  The right or eligibility to vote above shall not include citizens held in foreign 
prisons or detentions.

 (1)  The state shall provide for special and early voting for persons unable to vote 
47.  Special and early voting

instances—
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48.  Patients in hospitals and senior citizens

(2)  The state shall provide an opportunity for early voting to designated polling 
officers and essential services personnel who would be on duty during the 
elections.

at local polling stations on election day for reasons of  foreign service, being 
disabled or bedridden and hospitalised, pregnancy, or nursing a new born 
baby, being on deployment for duty by the State or the EMB on election day 
provided they have complied with a process laid down for this purpose.

PART XI: VOTER REGISTRATION AND VOTERS' REGISTER

(1)  The EMB shall be responsible for registration of  voters. 
(1a)  The State shall adopt a voter registration system that is simple, transparent, accurate, 

inclusive and responsive to the local social, economic and political conditions of  the 
member state.  At a minimum, the state shall consider the following:

Voters who are bed-ridden or under hospital care as well as senior citizens shall be able 
to vote if  they so wish. The EMB shall make appropriate arrangements.

49.  Registration authority

(I) literacy
(ii) climate
(iii) administrative infrastructure
(iv) unavailability of  required documentation 
(v) political environment 
(vi) geography and communication infrastructure
(vii) gender considerations and inclusivity

(iii) Lack of  access to information

 (1) The EMB shall develop voter registration regulations that are context specific, 
gender sensitive and inclusive to address barriers that are faced by vulnerable and 
marginalized groups.  

(iv) Low literacy levels

 (3)  The national registration authority shall cooperate with the EMB to provide citizens 
with timely access to registration documents and information required to facilitate 
voter registration in the appropriate language and format. 

(2) The regulation development process shall be guided by a gender and inclusion 
analysis of  the barriers that are faced by vulnerable and marginalised groups. At a 
minimum, the regulations shall address the following barriers: 

(ii) Lack of  documentation required for registration 

 (2)  There shall be a direct compatibility between national and voter registration systems 
and processes to facilitate continuous registration. 

 (4)  The EMB shall employ, train and equip a competent team of  registration officials to 
attend to voter registration. 

 (5)  There shall be gender parity in all voter registration teams, save for instances where 
Temporary Special Measures warrant alternative approaches.

49(b).  Voter registration regulations

(i) Citizenship requirements for registration 

(v) Language and communication barriers
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(ix) Ethnic or cultural reasons that conflict with voter registration requirements

(i) Gender-sensitive operating hours for voter registration centres

(iii) Women friendly and disability friendly facilities

(i) Persons with disabilities

(iii) Women in remote areas

50.  Period of  registration

(4)  In any event, voter registration shall allow sufficient time for all eligible voters and 
contestants to register and inspect the Voters' Register, as well as to raise objections 
or any other matter related thereto, and to have time for adjudication of  appeals 
before elections are held. 

(4)  The EMB shall ensure that all voter registration centres adopt gender sensitive 
approaches in their operations, including the following as the minimum standards:

(viii) Religious barriers

(xi) Restricted access due to safety concerns
(xii) Photograph requirements for women whose religions require a dress code 

that covers their faces 

(2)  Voter registration shall continue until such a point so as to allow sufficient time for 
the EMB to adequately prepare for polling. 

(vi) Barriers relating to long distances, geographical location

(x) Lack of  time

(vii) Barriers related to incarceration

(3) The EMB shall adopt the use of  Temporary Special Measures to ensure the 
participation of  vulnerable and marginalised groups in the voter registration process. 

(3)  The suspension period of  voter registration by the EMB during elections and its 
resumption thereafter shall be clearly stated in the electoral law. 

51. Voter registration approaches

(1)  Voter registration shall be a continuous exercise, conducted by the EMB. 

(1a)  The EMB shall determine voter registration approaches that are most relevant for 
each context.  This shall be determined by an informed,by a participatory, gendered 
and inclusive analysis.  

(5) Where voter registration centres are determined as the most appropriate voter 
registration approach, these shall be established prior to the election, in every ward 
of  the country, within a radius not exceeding 5 kilometres of  every household.

(2)  The EMB shall ensure that there are enough registration centres for each 
constituency and ward, considering the population size and accessibility of  the 
centres.

(3)  The EMB shall publicise well in advance of  elections, the location of  registration 
centres in every constituency and ward.

(ii) Separate registration queues for women and men

 (4) Where mobile registration is determined as the most appropriate voter registration 
approach, context specific regulations shall be developed to address the needs of  the 
target group.  Target groups with specific gender needs include the following:

(ii) Internally displaced persons

(iv) Persons in incarceration
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52.  Registration requirements
(1)  Registration shall be done in a language that an eligible voter understands. 
(2)  The EMB shall endeavour to employ up to date, secure and cost-effective technology 

to ensure the ease, accuracy and credibility of  the registration process, and to ensure 
that registration information is digitally captured. 

(3)  Subject to the Constitution or relevant legislation, proof  of  eligibility shall be 
adduced by prescribed documentation. 

(4)  The proof  of  residence requirement in the electoral law shall not be used as an 
impediment to voter's right to register but a mechanism to facilitate participation 
(including at local level) and ease of  electoral administration by the EMB. 

(5)  Provisions should be made to ensure that eligible voters are provided with a form of  
government identity document in good time for registration. 

(6)  Where necessary, the EMB shall adopt gender sensitive and inclusive approaches.   
At a minimum these shall include the following:
(i) Removing photography identification requirements to prevent 

disenfranchisement of  women
(ii) Social verification methods to address proof  of  identity/documentation 

challenges

(iv) Special arrangements for groups with special requirements and challenges 
relating to freedom of  movement 

(iii) Privacy protection regulations, such as the choice between a photograph and 
a fingerprint for identification purposes

(1)  The EMB shall maintain a credible and accurate register of  all registered eligible 
voters. This voter's register  shall be publicly available for inspection at designated 
centres throughout the country. 

54.  Voter registration complaints mechanism

53.  Voters' Register

(2)  The Voters' register shall be available in both hard copy and a tamper-proof  and 
electronic copy to any interested person free of  charge. No person may be denied 
access to the voter's register upon payment of  the prescribed fees. 

(4)  The EMB shall ensure that before being shared with stakeholders and other 
interested parties, the voter's register is formatted in a manner that allows for its use 
by electoral stakeholders including women for planning and ease of  participation 
while equally protecting its integrity. 

(5)  Sufficient time shall be allowed for all eligible voters to register and inspect the 
register, as well as to raise objections if  any and to have time for adjudication of  
appeals before elections are due. 

(6)  The EMB shall employ up to date technology to ensure that the voters' register is 
digitalized and is kept up to date. Deceased and ineligible persons should be removed 
from the voters register. 

(3)  The soft copy version of  the voters' register shall be available free of  charge, and no 
person may be denied access upon request. Such a request shall be made in a 
prescribed manner and the requested information shall only be used for electoral 
purposes and for no other purpose. 

(7)  the EMB shall ensure the voters register is regularly updated and accurate

(1) The EMB shall establish a simple, accessible and transparent complaints mechanism 
17to receive complaints pertaining to the voter registration process.  

17   Best prac�ces – Iraq, Afghanistan, South Africa, South Sudan, Bosnia and Herzegovina
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  (c)  be presented in a neutral and non-partisan way;

PART XII: VOTER AND CIVIC EDUCATION

  (f)  effectively cater to the level of  literacy of  the population, and require the 
EMB to provide information in a variety of  formats, including print, oral, 
audio-visual and digital mediums; and

  (b)  include voter registration and encourage citizens to ensure they are registered 
to vote;

(1)  The State shall adequately fund voter education in all parts of  the country that assists voters 
to be acquainted with the voting procedures and other aspects of  civic awareness 

17relating to elections.

(3)  The EMB shall collaborate with civil society organisations operating in the country 
to enhance the voter education content and carry out complementary voter 
education programs. The civil society organisations undertaking such voter and civic 
education shall ensure that they are disseminating correct information.

 d. Ensuring that the selected medium of  information sharing is accessible to 
women

55.  Timing

56.  Content of  voter education

(5)  All civic and voter education that is carried out shall be gender sensitive.  At a 
minimum this shall entail: 

  (g)  be conducted in at least all official languages ensuring that literature and 
media campaigns are done in these languages, and that those campaigns are 
done in languages best understood by the locals within which such voter 
education is occurring.

 (1)  Voter education must: 

54. Election Management Body to conduct voter education

  (d)  ensure a wider outreach to all sectors of  society;

 b. Conducting civic and voter education that is targeted at marginalised and 
vulnerable women such as rural, illiterate, poor women, and women with 
disabilities

 c. Ensuring the equal representation of  women and men in entities that 
conduct civic and voter education 

 The EMB shall commence with voter education from the date of  election writ. This clause 
does not preclude the EMB from its obligations to conduct continuous voter education.

(2)  Voter education shall be conducted in all the wards in the country, and the EMB shall make 
use of  public media, broadcasting, print and the internet, to educate the population 
on the importance of  voting, making informed choice, and on the voter registration 
and voting processes requirements.

  (e)  be available throughout the whole country, including remote areas;

  (a)  equip voters with the information and gender based information required to 
make an informed choice when voting;

(4)  The EMB shall provide gender sensitive training for all entities that conduct civic and 
voter education 

 a. The dissemination of  information that is contextual and addresses the needs 
of  women and men in the target communities
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(4)  Public order legislation and gathering restrictions shall not be used to:

(1)  Candidates shall be afforded equal, unhindered and unimpeded freedom and access 
to any parts of  the ward, constituency or country, where they wish to campaign 
during the prescribed campaign period including outside the country. 

  (h)  depict both women and men of  all ages participating in all tasks and 
processes of  the electoral cycle

 (2)  When technology is used for registration and other electoral processes, simple 
content shall be developed on the use of  that technology to ensure that voters do not 
have challenges during voting.

(a)  vote for a particular candidate; 
(b)  attend rallies of  political meetings. 

(3)  Voters shall not be coerced to: 

PART XIII: CAMPAIGNING

  (i)  include targeted programmes for vulnerable and marginalised groups, 
including women

57.  Freedom of  campaigning and freedom of  association

(2)  There shall be freedom of  expression, association, assembly and the right to access 
information during the campaign period. 

(a)  restrict civil society organisations from arranging gatherings in

(7)  All public campaigning shall cease at least two days prior to polling day. 

(6)  Public order legislation and gathering restrictions shall be administered fairly and 
equally across the political divide. 

(8)  Candidates and political parties shall share their campaign programmes with the 
EMB and the police to avoid clashes over venues.

 (1)  Presidential candidates shall be afforded adequate State security at the State's 
expense from election writ date, and for 30 days after the result of  the elections has 
been officially declared. 

 (2)  Where state security has been provided to presidential candidates, the security agents 
shall serve a protection service function only not destabilise the candidates' 
campaign programme. 

 (3)  Political Parties may be allowed, at their own expense, to engage services of  legally 
registered private security companies for the protection of  their presidential 
candidates during election campaigns. 

 (4)  The State shall ensure that there is professional, neutral and impartial security 
presence to maintain the peace and provide security to citizens and candidates during 
campaigning in public places.

(5)  There shall not be unlawful disruption of  gatherings and rallies by security agents. 

59.  Campaigning on polling day 
Wearing political regalia, distributing political material, transmitting political messages or 

(b)  prevent political parties and candidates from campaigning, to meeting their 
supporters and to disseminate their information. 

58.  Security

pursuant to fostering free and fair, credible, peaceful and transparent 
elections; 
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campaigning in anyway whatsoever shall be prohibited within polling stations.

The State shall put in place measures to counter organised interference designed to 
manipulate and undermine the outcome of  elections. Such measures shall seek to detect and 
combat organised interference.

60.  Protecting Elections from Organised Interference

Campaign Violence

The EMB shall develop a code of  conduct in consultation with all stakeholders and shall binding 
This code shall also provide for mechanisms to deal with complaints and disputes and/or in a 
case of  breach of  such conduct
The code of  conduct shall also deal with sanctions 

 (1a)  Public media shall develop Temporary Special Measures to afford female candidates 
18

free additional time for campaigning.

(1)  All political parties and candidates shall be afforded equal opportunity to 
access to the public media to disseminate their ideas, manifestos for free.

61.  Access to media

(1)  In covering the electoral process, the media should maintain impartiality.
(2)  Every candidate and political party shall respect the impartiality of  the public media 

by undertaking to refrain from any act which may constrain or limit their electoral 
adversaries from using the facilities and resources of  the public media to air their 
campaign messages.

 (2)  Political Party Broadcasts (PPBs) on public media shall be free to all competing 
political parties and candidates. Such broadcasts shall be made in equal coverage and 
at same time slots. 

(3)  The state shall ensure that electoral period no media shall promote the 
content that favour party 

(1)  The State shall enact a law that affirms the existence of  private media and regulates its 
operations in line with regional and international best practices. 

 (1)  Election candidates shall have equitable and unimpeded access to public media for 
purposes of  advertising and spreading their messages to the electorate before and 
during the campaign period. 

(2)  An independent entity (responsible for media regulation?) shall provide 
capacity building to marginalised and vulnerable candidates on the use of  
media during the electoral process.

 (3)  Free airtime in (2) applies to PPBs only and the public media may still charge political 
parties for additional airtime required for adverts and propaganda. 

64.  Private media�

PART XIV: MEDIA

63.  Public media

(2)  Candidates shall have unimpeded access to private radio, television and print media 

62.  Impartiality of  media

18   Best prac�ce - Ethiopia
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19
  compliance to the Code of  Conduct for media

(c)  develop means to monitor behaviour of  public and private media 
during electoral campaigns. 

 (a)  develop a Code of  Conduct for the media during and post electoral 
process, to which all media covering elections shall adhere to; 

(2b)  The EMB, in collaboration with the body responsible for media regulation 
and monitoring in the country shall be empowered to impose penalties and 
grant incentives for non-compliance and 

 (2)  Both public and private media shall be subject to the Electoral Code of  
Conduct and the Code of  Conduct developed and enforced by the EMB in 
collaboration with the body responsible for media regulation and monitoring 
in the country. 

(b)  be responsible for the enforcement of  the Code of  Conduct for 
media and shall work together with the EMB to enforce compliance 
with the Electoral Code of  Conduct; 

67.  Code of  Conduct for media
(1)  The Media Commission shall through a consultative process involving all 

stakeholders in elections:

 Private and public media shall not broadcast and publish abusive language, 
incitement of  hate, and other forms of  provocative language that may lead to bias, 
discrimination or violence before, during and post- elections. 

 The use of  social media to broadcast and publish hate speech and abusive language 
that may lead to bias, discrimination or violence before, during and post- elections 
shall be prohibited.

66.  Accreditation of  media covering elections
(1)  Media personnel covering elections and requiring access to election centres, polling 

stations and other facilities shall be accredited by the EMB as stipulated in the 
electoral law. 

(2)  Accreditation for access to polling and other election centres shall not be denied on 
the basis of  perceived bias or any other discriminatory factor, provided that 
individuals and entities seeking such accreditation conform to a legally enforceable 
Code of  Conduct. 

(3)  The Media Commission or an equivalent body responsible for accreditation of  the 
media for operation in the country shall work together with the EMB, but the EMB 
may not override the decisions of  the Media Commission or its equivalent on the 
status of  a concerned media house or individual journalists. 

(3)  The EMB shall grant incentives to encourage private media to develop Temporary 
Special Measures to afford female candidates free additional time for campaigning.

houses for purposes of  advertising and spreading their messages to the electorate 
before and during the campaign period.

65.  Prohibition of  hate speech, bias and propaganda

(2)  Social Media 

(1)  Private and public media 

19   Best prac�ce – Senegal – Senegalese Code LO 63
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67. (a)  Model gender regulations for Media

 monitor elections; provided that the SADC Electoral Observer Missions (SEOMs) and the 
African Union Electoral Observation Mission (AUEOM) constitute the entities that the 
EMB shall invite. 

(8)  The role of  civil society shall be recognized in election monitoring and civic education. 

(4)  The choice of  media for broadcasting shall be based on an analysis of  the 
needs and capacities of  both genders and all social groupings

68.  Accreditation of  observers

(7)  Election observers and monitors shall display identification provided by the EMB at all times 
while conducting observation and monitoring, and present it to electoral officials and other 
relevant national authorities when requested. 

(9)  The election observers and monitors shall not be confined to observe and monitor in a 
specific area such as a district or province during parliamentary and presidential elections. 

(a)  declare their intent to do so with the EMB in the manner prescribed by the 
electoral law; and 

(6)  The EMB shall make it an accreditation requirement that there is gender inclusivity among 
the entities applying for observation and monitoring. 

(10)  The EMB shall allow election observers to observe and monitor all stages of  the electoral 
process over and above polling and counting. 

(3)  The choice of  timing for broadcasting electoral candidates shall be conducive 
for all genders and social groupings

(4)  Codes of  Conduct shall be compiled in a consultative and representative 
20process  

PART XV: ELECTION OBSERVING AND MONITORING

�(1) The amount of  timeslots that are provided to political parties and candidates 
21shall be jointly decided by regulators and political party candidates

(3)  The media Code of  Conduct shall encourage fair reporting and prevention 
of  hate speech. 

(1)  The EMB shall be responsible for the accreditation of  election observers, election 
monitors, political party and candidate agents. 

(2)  Any individual or entity wishing to observe or monitor elections shall: 

(5)  The EMB shall develop messages on women's role in elections

(b)  be accredited to observe and monitor elections. 
(3)  For entities intending to observe and monitor elections, in addition to accreditation 

of  the entity, each individual who is to be a party to the delegation shall be accredited. 

(2)  The order of  appearance of  candidates on media platforms shall ensure 
balanced representation of  male and female candidates through alternating 

22 between the sexes

(4)  No one may be denied accreditation to be an election observer or monitor unless it is 
reasonable to do so and the accreditation of  such individual or entity would subvert 
the holding of  free and fair elections, provided that perceived biases in the observer 
or monitor may not be a reason for denial of  accreditation. 

(5)  The EMB shall have the powers to invite individuals and entities to observe and

21  Best prac�ce – Chad 
22 Best prac�ce – Senegal 

20   See Schedule / Annexure / general Comment 3: Model gender provisions for media code of conduct during elec�ons
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(1)  The EMB in consultation with all electoral stakeholders shall develop a Code of  
Conduct that binds all election Observers and monitors upon accreditation. 

(3)  The EMB shall allow observers and monitors access to technological data for 
purposes of  technical election monitoring, where such technological data is used by 
the EMB. 

(6)  Election Observers shall: - 

(5)  Election observers and monitors shall closely observe and monitor the conduct of  
elections to ensure the holding of  free and fair, credible, transparent and peaceful 
elections, and shall report to the EMB and other relevant authorities on the same. 

(d)  channel any complaints they may have to the EMB and other relevant 
national authorities. 

(7)  Election Observers and Monitors may not: - 

69.  Conduct of  observers�

(2)  The EMB shall allow accredited observers and monitors access to the Voters' 
Register at ward, constituency and national levels as requested, provided that the 
observers and monitors shall pay prescribed amounts as with any other individual or 
entity who requests access to the voters' register. 

(4)  Election Observers shall observe all stages of  election process.There shall be no 
time-restrictions with election observation and monitoring, and election observers 
and monitors shall be allowed to conduct their business on a long-term basis 
provided that foreign election observers have the requisite immigration status that 
allows for stay for the declared duration of  the election observation mission. 

(a)  respect the laws of  the host Government; shall abide and be guided by the 
principles of  impartiality, neutrality, comprehensiveness, transparency, 
inclusiveness and objectivity, and shall respect the sovereignty, cultural and 
customary practices of  the country;

(b)  respect the role, status and authority of  the EMB and other relevant national 
authorities at all times;

(c)  follow any lawful instruction from the EMB and other national authorities; 
and 

(a)  influence voters or candidates to act in any manner; 
(b)  in any way, seek to determine the outcome of  the election, and may not 

advance the agenda of  any competitor or of  any entity. Observers shall only 
observe elections and report on their observations; 

(c)  interfere in the electoral processes; 
(d)  express partisan political views whether by word, symbol, conduct, song or 

otherwise; and 
(e)  accept anything of  value from political contestants. 

`` (8) ̀  Election monitors may report irregularities, fraud or significant problems to the 
attention of  Election Officers and Presiding Officers on the spot, and shall do so in a 
non-obstructive manner. 

 (9)  Election Observers may while inside the polling station:- (a) pose questions to 
election officers, political party representatives and other observers inside polling 
stations; 
(a)  answer questions about their own activities; 
(b) ask and obtain answers from voters voluntarily, but may not ask voters to tell 

for whom or what party or referendum position they voted for or are going 
to vote for, provided that they do not obstruct the election process. 
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71.  Number and location of  polling stations

 (1b)  The EMB shall ensure that all polling stations have gender sensitive and inclusive 
facilities.  At a minimum these shall include: 

 (1)  Election observers shall br gender based representing “and remain impartial during 
the election process.

 d. Special facilities for persons with disabilities

 If  technology is used in the polling station, the EMB shall ensure that its staff  is properly 
trained in the use of  that technology, and such technology shall be simple to use and 
understandable to all voters, who shall be appraised of  the technology during voter 
education.

 c. Special facilities for women and men with children 

70. (a)  Model gender provisions for election observing and monitoring

 (1)  The EMB shall ensure that polling stations and voting booths are accessible to all 
including people living with disabilities, the elderly, and women with children.

(4)  Each polling station may have multiple voting streams to fast track voting.

 b. Separate toilets for women and men as well as gender neutral facilities

73.  Use of  technology

PART XV: POLLING STATIONS

(1)  The EMB shall cause to be publicized, well in advance of  elections, the 
location of  polling stations in every ward, district and province.

 a. Separate voting booths for women only 

(2)  The EMB shall ensure that there is adequate number of  polling stations for 
each district and ward, bearing in mind population size and accessibility of  the 
polling stations, provided that there shall be a polling station within a radius 
of  5 kilometres of  every resident in a ward.

(3)  Polling stations shall be public and at neutral places such as schools, tents, 
shopping centres, and mobile vehicles, and other locations that both genders 
frequent

72.  Accessibility of  polling stations

(2)  The EMB shall ensure that those with visual impairments who do not wish to be 
assisted to mark the ballot paper are able to cast their votes.

(1)  EMB may revoke the accreditation status of  an electoral observer or monitor for a 
violation of  the Code of  Conduct or of  the electoral law of  the country. 

(2)  Revocation of  the accreditation of  an entity would result in the automatic revocation 
of  the accreditation of  all parties to that entity. 

(3)  All revocation of  accreditation may be challenged before the relevant review and 
appeal bodies. 

70.  Revocation of  accreditation
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 a. Ensuring gender parity in all polling station personnel

 g. Provision for mobile polling 

(3)  The elderly, the sick, expectant mothers and people living with disabilities may also 
be given an opportunity to vote early either by postal ballot or at facilities where they 
are located at the time to be decided by the EMB.

(74(a)).Regulations for gender sensitive and inclusive polling

 b. Women only queues and priority queues for voters with special needs such as 
pregnant women, women with disabilities, elderly women, parents with 
young children and other social groups with special needs 

74.  Early Polling

 h. Development of  mechanisms and systems to collate and report on sex-
disaggregated data

PART XVI: POLLING

(1)  Where necessary the EMB shall put in place mechanisms to ensure that election 
officers and security sector agents who will be working on election day(s) are given an 
opportunity to vote early either by postal ballot or at their places of  deployment; 

 f. Provision for transport and security mechanisms for female staff

75.  Polling day(s) to be declared national holiday(s)

 (1) The EMB shall develop regulations for gender sensitive and inclusive polling.  At a 
minimum, this shall entail: 

 c. Targeted interventions for voters with low literacy levels such as layout, 
design, content and flexibility to allow for second chance voting for voters 
that mistakenly spoil their ballots

 e. Provision for absentee, transfer and special voting 
 d. Prohibition of  proxy and family voting 

(2)  The EMB shall ensure safe storage and transmission of  the early and postal votes; 

(1)  The date(s) designated to be polling day(s) shall be declared as public holidays to 
allow eligible and registered voters to cast their votes. 

(2)  It shall constitute a statutory offence for an employer to require employees to be 
present at work on such designated day(s), or to penalise in any way employees who 
absent themselves from work on this day or on these days. This provision does not 
apply to essential services personnel as the electoral law allows for them to vote in 
advance. 

76.  Security agents
(1)  The State shall ensure that at each polling station, there is an adequate number of  law 

enforcement officials to maintain the peace and ensure safety of  voters, Election 
Officers, members of  the media, election agents and election observers. 

(2)  The Government shall ensure that there is an adequate number of  security agents to 
maintain the peace and ensure safety of  voters, Election Officers, members of  the 
media, election agents and election observers and monitors. 

(3)  Security agents:- 
(a shall be subject to the Code of  Conduct on elections and shall remain in 

regular contact with the EMB on how security should be provided to the 
electoral process. 

(b)  shall act impartially and professionally, and shall at all times desist from 
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(c)  shall have the powers to arrest any individual who is in violation of  the law, or 
who is disrupting the voting processes in any manner, provided that if  such 
arrest within a polling station is carried out with the sanctioned permission 
of  the Presiding Officer and it follows due process and be in accordance with 
the law. 

acting with bias or malice towards candidates, political parties, media and 
voters. 

(d)  shall not harass, intimidate or otherwise seek to control or influence Election 
Officers, election agents, election observers, members of  the media, and 
voters. 

77.  Opening and closing of  polling stations�

(2)  When it is time to close the polling station and there are still voters waiting in the 
queue, the Presiding Officer shall with the assistance of  the security agents, mark the 
last voter at the queue at closing to be the last voter that will be allowed to vote. All the 
voters who are in the queue at the time of  closing shall be allowed to vote. 

(3)  Where a decision to extend the polling is made by the EMB, the Presiding Officer at 
the affected polling station, election agents representing the candidates at the polling 
station, and the head of  the security agents officially deployed to provide security at 
the station shall sign a prescribed form to this effect. 

(e)  shall not be present inside polling stations unless when required by Presiding 
Officers to enforce the law. 

(4)  Extension of  polling days may only be announced by the EMB where it is necessary 
to do so under the circumstances prescribed by law or due to other unavoidable 
circumstances. 

(5)  The extension in (4) above shall be considerate to marginalised groups in terms of  
their security and time needed to get to polling stations. 

(6)  Should the EMB refuse to extend polling time or days despite circumstances referred 
to in (4) above, the Electoral Court or relevant statutory body may grant an extension 
of  voting time or days. 

(1)  Polling stations shall be open and closed at a prescribed time, which is conducive to 
the social, economic and gender roles of  both women and men

78.  Secrecy
(1)  The right of  eligible individuals to vote unimpeded and the right to secrecy of  the 

ballot shall be protected. The secrecy of  the ballot shall be maintained throughout 
the entire electoral process. 

(2)  Voting shall be by secret ballot so that ballots cannot be linked with voters who cast 
them and voters can cast their ballot without fear of  intimidation. 

(3)  The EMB shall in consultation with all key electoral stakeholders decide on the 
appropriate ballot type to be used for an election. The types of  ballot boxes may 
include metal, wooden, transparent and opaque ballot boxes. 

(a)  suitable safeguards against manipulation or interference in the e-voting 
process are in place; 

79.  Electronic voting�
(1)  Where e-voting is utilized, the EMB shall ensure that: - 
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82.  Polling station results

 (3)  Assistance shall be provided impartially without compromising the secrecy of  the 
ballot. 

(c)  electoral staff  are satisfactorily trained to make use of  the electoral system, 
and sufficient technical assistance is available at all times; and

 The media shall be granted access to polling stations for purposes of  reporting. There shall 
be no restrictions regarding video and audio recording of  proceedings at any polling station, 
provided that no recording shall be made of  proceedings in the voting booths to maintain 
secrecy.

 (4)  The EMB shall keep and tally the statistics of  all assisted voters, at polling stations, 
wards, constituencies and national levels, and shall release this information during 
announcement of  polling results. 

(6)  At the close of  voting and counting at each polling station, results of  that polling 
station shall be posted outside the polling station building for voters and members of  
the public to see. 

(3)  The counting of  votes should be done at the polling station where the candidates 
and/or their election agents and election observers are present. Candidates and 
agents should be allowed to remain with the boxes from closure of  polling station to 
counting of  the votes.

81.  Media access to polling stations

(b)  suitable voter education on the use of  electronic equipment and the e-voting 
process takes place during the pre-election phase; 

d)  equipment and systems allow for effective and credible observation to take 
place and guarantees secrecy of  the vote;

PART XVI: VOTE COUNTING, TALLYING AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS

80.  Assisted voters

(1)  Verification and reconciliation of  ballots should be done before counting begins and 
this should be done by the Presiding Officer, the Election Officers deployed to the 
polling station, election observers and candidates or their agents. 

(2)  In the event of  a long lapse of  time between the completion of  voting and the 
commencement of  the counting, the ballot boxes should be sealed and opened by 
the presiding officer in the presence of  all election agents. 

(5)  All accredited stakeholders shall be allowed to be present during the counting 
process and be issued with official results certificates at the end, signed by returning 
officers and confirmed by candidates' agents. 

 (1)  Those who are unable to vote on their own may be assisted by individuals prescribed 
in the law. People can only be assisted to vote if  they self-declare inability to vote on 
their own, and if  they request for such assistance. 

 (2)  Individuals may seek voter assistance on account of  disability, illiteracy, or 
incapacitating illness. 

(7)  There should be immediate release of  polling station official election results on 
completion of  counting, signed by returning officers and confirmed by candidates’ 

(4)  Vote counting procedures and processes shall be clear and simple to avert 
opportunities for manipulation of  results. 
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(2)  The EMB shall announce constituency results as soon as they become available, and 
in any case, not more than 2 days after polling closes. 

(2)  Candidates and political parties shall accept and respect election results, which have 
been declared to be credible free and fair by the EMB, Election Observers and 
competent authorities such as the courts of  law. 

(4)  Election observers and monitors shall be allowed to observe and monitor all vote 
counting and tallying. 

(5)  The EMB shall ensure that a run-off  election is held where the required percentage 
23

of  women have not been elected.

(1)  Results shall be announced at the earliest instance that they become available. 

(3)  Political parties and candidates contesting elections shall accept defeat after fair 
contests. 

87.  Final results

(4)  There shall be acceptance and respect of  the election results as provided for in the 

88.  Acceptance of  results by candidates and political parties

(3)  The EMB shall announce final national results at the earliest possible time after the 
close of  polling, and in any case, not more than 5 days after polling closes. 

Results announced by the EMB having followed due process prescribed in the electoral law 
shall be the final result of  poll, unless challenged and set aside by a competent court of  law 
upon application by aggrieved candidates or political parties.

(1)  The culture of  accepting election results shall be cultivated and encouraged. 

All Spoiled and rejected ballots shall be tallied at polling station, ward, constituency and 
national levels, and the information released during announcement of  polling results.

86.  Spoiled and rejected ballots

84.  Constituency results

85.  Vote tallying and announcement of  results

(8)  Parallel Voter Tabulation (PVT) may be conducted in consultation and with the 
expressed permission of  the EMB. 

At the close of  voting and counting of  the votes cast at all polling stations in a ward, the 
computed results of  the ward shall be posted outside the building or structure of  the ward 
tallying centre for voters, candidates, media, election observers and members of  the public to 
see in a language and format that is inclusive and appropriate for the target community. 

At the close of  voting and counting of  the votes cast at all polling stations in a constituency, 
the computed results of  the ward shall be posted outside the main building of  the 
constituency tallying centre for voters, members of  the public, the media and observers to 
see. This should be done for all the elections results handled at that level.

agents. 

83.  Ward results

23   Best prac�ce – Nigerian law (2000-008, June 2 2000). 
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 (a)  Multiparty Liaison Committees 

 (c)  Media Monitoring Committees

(5)  The electoral outcome reflect the will of  the people and the outcome shall be given 
effect by the institutions of  Government. 

States shall provide for the establishment of  judicial mechanisms which includes- 

PART XVII: ELECTORAL DISPUTES

89.  Electoral Dispute Resolution mechanism

(1)  There shall be an Electoral Tribunal set up by the competent authority as prescribed 
in the electoral law to receive and hear election complaints and objections relating to 
the code of  conduct or election procedures. 

law of  the land. 

 (1b)  The EMB shall ensure the use of  Temporary Special Measures to create women only 
platforms to receive complaints from women 

 (1c)  The EMB shall ensure that both female and male contestants understand the 
applicable electoral dispute resolution mechanisms. 

  (a)  Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) 

 (1a)  The EMB shall ensure the use of  both formal and informal dispute resolution 
mechanisms

 (1b)  The EMB shall ensure that the adopted dispute resolution mechanisms are simple 
and clear, and inclusive

 (2)  The various structures for the resolution of  election dispute which states can adopt 
may include- 

  ©  Electoral Court. 
  (b)  Electoral Tribunal; 

 (1)  The Constitution, electoral laws and other applicable legislation shall provide an 
elaborative framework for the prevention, management and peaceful resolution of  
election-related disputes. Any aggrieved person has the right to utilize the designated 
electoral dispute mechanisms.

90.  Alternative Dispute Resolution
(1)  States shall provide for the establishment of  ADR structures which may include the 

following; 

 (b)  Conflict management Panels 

91.  Judicial Mechanisms 

(1)  An electoral Tribunal; 
(2)  An Electoral Court; 

92.  Electoral Tribunal

(2)  The Electoral Tribunal shall be made up of  a specified number of  members and 
appointed through a procedure that shall be determined and specified by the 
electoral law and published regulations. 

(3)  The procedures for the lodging of  complaints and disputes shall be simple, 
transparent and widely known by the public. 

(4)  The Tribunal shall deal with transgressions of  the electoral Codes of  Conduct 
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 (1)  An Electoral Court shall be established by law to hear and determine election 
disputes. 

 (2)  The Electoral Court and all other Courts to hear and determine electoral disputes 
shall be independent and impartial, and shall accord fair and public hearing. The 
independence and impartiality of  the Courts shall be guaranteed and protected by the 
Constitution. 

(7)  Matters before the Electoral Tribunal shall lie for appeal to the Electoral Court. 

(5)  The time limits within which the Election Tribunal shall hear and dispose of  matters 
shall be stipulated by law. 

impartially and in timely fashion. 

(6)  Resolutions shall be offered in time for appropriate remedies to be enacted with 
respect for the electoral timeline. 

93.  Electoral Court

 (1a)  An Electoral Court and all other Courts to hear and determine electoral disputes 
shall prioritise and treat matters relating to violence against women and gender-based 
violence with urgency

 (1b)  All Electoral Courts shall, through the development of  court rules and procedures, 
24be gender sensitive in handling cases involving women.

 (3)  The Electoral Court shall have the equivalent status to a High Court or Courts of  
similar jurisdiction. 

 (4)  The Electoral Court shall hear and determine election-related disputes, and shall be 
the forum for the enforcement of  electoral laws and Codes of  Conduct. 

 (5)  The Electoral Court shall have the powers to order a recount of  the ballots, 
extension of  polling period or re-election as the case may be.

 (6)  The Electoral Court shall have the power to stipulate its own procedures subject to 
the law and the Constitution. 

 (7)  Application for interdicts shall be made to the Electoral Court at first instance 
without the requirement that recourse be first sought with the Electoral Tribunal. 

 (8)  Matters decided by the Electoral Court are subject to appeal within the normal 
hierarchy of  Courts, subject to the requirement that such appeal Courts shall dispose 
of  electoral appeals within the time limits provided by law. 

 (9)  The EMB shall dispose of  the election residue in accordance with the law. 

94.  Right to an effective remedy before the Electoral Court
(1)  Electoral disputes before the Electoral Court shall be decided expeditiously, with due 

regard to urgency and sensitivity of  the matters, and according to time limits which 
shall be set in an Act of  Parliament. 

(4)  Penalties for breach of  electoral laws and Codes of  Conduct shall be prescribed in 
the Electoral Act. This shall include investigation of  alleged violations, cessation of  
those violations if  they are ongoing, and steps to prevent their recurrence. 

(3)  The Electoral Court shall have the powers to order a recount of  ballots, extension of  
polling period or re-election, as the case may be. 

(2)  Resolutions shall be offered in time for appropriate remedies to be enacted with 
respect for the electoral timeline. 

 

24  Best prac�ces - Kenya 
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97.  Translation into local languages

The EMB shall ensure that a post-election review for local, parliamentary and presidential 
elections is held at the end of  every election. Such a review shall be attended by all key 
electoral stakeholders

(1)  The Report on elections should include a gender analysis which addresses these 
issues as a minimum;

95.  Traditional leaders and village headmen

 viii. Conclusion and recommendations

 iv. Enforcement of  the gender equality and women's political participation 
provisions

 iii. Judicial interpretation of  the gender equality and women's political 
participation provisions

98.  Post-Election Review

(3)  Violation of  this provision shall constitute an offence whose penalty shall be 
prescribed by Parliament. 

98. (a)  Key gender considerations

96.  Report on elections

(2)  No traditional and religious leader shall unduly influence their subject or otherwise 
influence in any way the exercise of  suffrage by anyone under their authority. 

(1)  At the end of  each election or by-election, the EMB shall submit to Parliament – 
(a)  in the case of  an election, a report within 6 months 

 (1a)  Key gender considerations 

(b)  in the case of  a by-election, a report within 3 months of  the election having 
taken place. 

 i. Gender analysis of  policy and legislative framework 
 ii. Assessment of  compliance with the policy and legislative framework

PART XVIII: MISCALLANEOUS

 v. Analysis of  institutional framework on gender equality and women's political 
participation 

(1)  Traditional and religious leaders shall not in their capacity as such, have any role in the 
management and direction of  the electoral process in any way. 

 vii. Experiences of  women in the electoral process
 vi. Gender analysis of  election results

(2)  The EMB shall also cause for publication of  its election reports on its website in a 
user-friendly format for access by the public. 

 The State shall ensure that the electoral law is translated and made available in at least all 
official languages of  the country.

Ensure adequate participation and representation of  different women that are involved in all 
stages of  the electoral process
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(c) Legal framework: Election act/law 

l Does the election act prohibit sexual harassment and gender violence in all matters related to 
elections and contain a mechanism for enforcement of  such a provision? If  not, provisions on 
the prevention of  sexual harassment should be included in the law. 

 

Checklist of  Essential Features for Gender Responsive Electoral Law Framework

l Does the election act that establishes the independent electoral body or structure provide for 
equality in opportunity between women and men in the selection and appointment of  office 
bearers and decision-makers at all positions within the organization and at all levels? If  not, 
ensure the amendment of  the law to incorporate equality of  opportunities in appointments and 
employment, to policy and decision-making positions within the body or structure and to short-
term employment opportunities during pre- and post-election processes. 

l Does the election act provide the right to every woman and man to participate in all activities of  
the election process? These include the right to vote, to stand for public office, to choose a 
political party, to access information on registration, campaigning, election procedure, and to 
freedom of  association. 

l Does the election act provide for clear and easily accessible means for both men and women 
candidates to contest an election result when their rights have been violated? Does this provision 
allow for gender discrimination to be one of  the criteria for contesting an election result? If  not, 
ensure the amendment of  the act to adequately protect the rights of  men and women candidates 
to contest an election.

l Does the electoral act make provisions for political parties to register a gender positive 
constitution and manifesto to be eligible for registration as a political party? If  not, this 
requirement should be added to guidelines for registering political parties. 

l Does the election act or law make provisions for timely release of  political party manifestos and 
candidate lists? If  not, ensure that it stipulates that political party manifestos and candidate lists 
be publicly released before the voter registration period begins. 

(d) Political Parties

l Have the constitution, manifesto, policies and structures of  each political party incorporated 
gender equality and women's empowerment objectives to ensure equal representation and 
participation of  women and men in decision-making at all levels? If  not, ensure all political 
parties incorporate objectives to achieve gender equality into their constitutions.

l Do the procedures to select candidates for decision-making positions within the party structures, 
as well as for the nomination to presidential, parliamentary, provincial and local government 
positions, allow for gender equality between women and men? Are the party leadership and 
nomination structures democratic, transparent, gender balanced and gender sensitive? 

l Do the political parties have programmes to ensure an increased number of  women in party 
decision-making structures at all levels and for the nomination to parliamentary provincial and 
local councils so that a minimum target of  at least 40% of  women in such bodies is achieved? If  
not, ensure such programmes are put in place and that the party actively supports the election of  
their women candidates during the campaign process.
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l Do political parties include commitments to promote gender equality as a priority issue in their 
manifestos and campaign platforms? If  not, the document and agenda should be reviewed to 
ensure that gender issues are mainstreamed. 

l Do political parties have awareness raising, training and capacity building programmes, 
specifically for women members, aimed at enhancing their capacities and competences? If  not, 
ensure political parties develop such programmes aimed at the political empowerment of  
women. 

l Have the political parties set norms and standards aimed at promoting the position of  women 
and preventing physical, sexual and verbal harassment of  women?

l Ensure that registration centres will be easily and safely accessible to women and men with 
physical disabilities, women with children, pregnant women and aged women and men (a 
maximum of  five kilometres distance). 

l What are the decision-making structures of  the IEC? Do the selection procedures and 
appointments of  decision-makers and other personnel at all levels provide for equal opportunity 
between women and men? If  not, ensure that criteria for selection and appointments contain a 
clause on equal opportunity between women and men in all appointments and selections. 

l Ensure that the register indicates the sex of  the registered voters. 

l Advertisements for the positions should include an equal opportunity phrase and should 
encourage women to apply. 

l Planned activities coordinated, implemented and/or monitored by the independent electoral 
commission should take into consideration the following: 

l Ensure that time and season for registration takes into consideration the busy work schedule of  
women and that it will be flexible enough to allow for either early or late times for registration. 

(e) Institutional Framework: Independent Electoral Commission ('IEC')

l Ensure that eligible women and men voters in the locality of  the registration station write 
registration forms in the language that is easily readable and understandable. 

l Ensure that there are mechanisms to be followed that ensure the right of  illiterate women and 
men, or those with difficulty in communicating, to register to vote. 

VOTER EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 

l Ensure that the person registering voters in acceptable within the local community. 

REGISTRATION of  VOTERS

l Ensure that information on registration, dates, timing and registration centres is made public for 
a minimum of  three months and known to all eligible women and men voters in all localities. 

l

l Ensure that the different voter education and training programmes conducted by the IEC, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) and civil society groups, government departments, 
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INSTITUTIONALIZED MONITORING AND EVALUATION MECHANISMS

PROCEDURE OF VOTING

l Ensure that the IEC conducts an intensive gender-responsive campaign to raise awareness of  the 
voters of  the registration and voting procedures, beginning at least one year before the election. ß 
Ensure that there are mechanisms and indicators to monitor implementation of  such activities 
and that women are among the actors.

 
l On the voting day, ensure that special provisions are made for women and men with physical 

disabilities, pregnant women and those with children. Aged women and men should spend the 
shortest time waiting in line to vote. 

l Ensure that voting centres are close to the majority of  people to ensure that the categories 
mentioned above have easy access to those centres. 

 

and political parties are gender responsive and target women, men and youth at all levels. These 
programmes should be conducted on an on-going basis. 

l Ensure that voting papers are clearly printed and contain clear photographs of  the persons to be 
voted for. 

l Ensure that the right to vote in secret is preserved for all citizens regardless sex. 

 

l Ensure that monitoring is a continuous process that is done prior to elections, during and after. 

l Ensure that mechanisms are put in place to ensure that internal and external monitoring reports 
are synthesised into a summary report that is broadly disseminated for public discussion and 
action. The recommendations, including those based on gender concern, should be highlighted 
for action by relevant authorities.

The Media

l Do the media have a code of  conduct that: ß Recognizes gender equality as an important aspect 
of  democracy and is committed to report on gender equality in relation to an election? 

l Provides for women and men to be accorded equal opportunity to present their campaign 

l The IEC should ensure that the set targets for gender equality are achieved. Monitoring 
indicators and mechanisms should be set for each activity pertaining to the election processes as 
criteria for declaring the elections to be free and fair. Gender and/or women's activists groups, 
civil society and the national machineries responsible for gender equality and women's 
empowerment should be involved in this process. 

(f) Role of  Other Civil Society Actors

l Includes a commitment to reporting on all women candidates at least as frequently as it reports 
on men candidates? 
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� (2)  A journalist shall not suppress essential information. 

Individual journalists

2. � (1)  A journalist shall report only in accordance with facts of  which he or she  knows 
the origin. 

4. � (1)  A journalist shall report in a balanced manner.

3.  A journalist shall observe professional secrecy regarding the source of  information 
obtained in confidence. 

� (2)   If  a candidate makes an allegation against another candidate, the journalist 

1.  The first duty of  a journalist is to report accurately and without bias. 

messages?
l Recognizes gender issues, such as domestic violence and discriminatory customary laws and 

practices, as important electoral issues?

SCHEDULE / ANNEXURE / GENERAL COMMENT 1: 

Model enforcement and compliance measures shall include but are not limited to:

b. Immediate care mechanism

SCHEDULE / ANNEXURE / GENERAL COMMENT 2:

a. Training 

c. Development of  protocols / standard operating procedures for the elimination of  
gender based political violence / violence against women in politics

PART I

e. Political finance sanctions 

h. Censure by government

a. Rank order / placement rules

f. Monitoring and evaluation of  cases of  gender based political violence and violence 
against women in politics

d. Designation of  institutions responsible for addressing gender based political 
violence / violence against women in politics 

b. Obligation for political parties to ear mark funds for capacity building of  women

g. Administrative considerations

f. Legal sanctions
g. Political drawbacks

c. Provision of  additional public funding for political parties for each woman candidate 
that is elected

e. Nature of  assistance to be rendered to victims of  gender based political violence and 
violence against women in politics

I. Disqualification 

Model mechanisms for the ''prevention, treatment and punishment of  individual or collective acts 
of  harassment and/or of  violence against women in politics should include the following:

h. Protection

d. Rejection of  candidate lists that fail to comply with the adopted temporary special 
measures. 

SCHEDULE / ANNEXURE / GENERAL COMMENT 3
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4. When reporting the opinions of  those who campaign against 
discrimination or violence, a journalist shall do the utmost to put such 
views in a clear context and to report the opinions of  those against 
whom such sentiments are directed. 

18.  The media shall provide equitable and regular coverage to all political parties, their candidates 

  (a) plagiarism; 

2. As far as possible, a journalist shall report the views of  candidates and 
political parties directly and in their own words, rather than as they are 
described by others. 

3. A journalist shall avoid using language or expressing sentiments that may 
further discrimination or violence on any grounds, including race, 
gender, sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other 
opinions, and national or social origins. 

16.  If  media houses accept paid political advertising, they shall do so on a non-discriminatory basis 
and at equal rates for all parties. 

� (2) News reporting should reflect the facts as honestly perceived by journalists. 

1. A journalist shall do the utmost to correct any published information 
that is found to be harmfully inaccurate. 

6. A journalist shall not make any promise to a politician about the content 
of  a news report.

  (b)  how many people were interviewed, where and how were they interviewed and 
what is the margin of  error? 

12.        A journalist shall regard the following as grave professional offences— 

   suppression. 

  (a)  who commissioned and carried out the poll and when? 

5. A journalist shall not accept any inducement from a politician or 
candidate. 

       (d)  acceptance of  a bribe in any form in consideration of  either publication or  

MEDIA 

 (2)  Any report should wherever possible include the following information— 

should seek comment from both sides wherever possible. 

PART II

  (b) malicious misrepresentation; 

7. (1) A journalist shall take care in reporting the findings of  opinion polls. 

  (c) calumny, slander, libel or unfounded accusations; 

13.  (1) In all media, there shall be a clear separation between fact and comment. 

� (3) Comment may reflect the editorial line of  the publication. 

  (c)  what was the exact wording of  the questions? 

14.  Publicly owned media shall not express an editorial opinion in favour of  or against any party or 
candidate. 

15.  Publicly owned media have a duty to be balanced and impartial in their election reporting and not 
to discriminate against any party in granting access to air time. 

17.  News, interviews, information or current affairs programmes or articles in the public Media shall 
not be biased in favour of  or against any party or candidate or sex.
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and platforms
19.  The media shall encourage and provide access to the voters to express their opinion and views.

27.  Media houses should monitor their own output to make sure that it conforms with the standards 
set out in this code of  conduct. 

21.  (1)  Any candidate or party that makes a reasonable claim of  having been defamed or 
otherwise injured by a broadcast or publication shall either be granted the 
opportunity to reply or be entitled to a correction or retraction by the 
broadcaster or publisher or by the person who made the allegedly defamatory 
statement. 

  (2)  The reply or correction shall be broadcast or published as soon as possible. 
22.  (1)  News coverage of  press conferences and public statements concerning matters of  

political controversy (as opposed to functions of  state) called or made by the 
head of  government, government ministers, or members of  parliament shall be 
subject to a right of  reply or equal time rules. 

  (2)  This obligation acquires even greater force when the person making the 
statement is also standing for office. 

20.  The media shall promote democratic values such as the rule of  law, accountability and good 
governance. 

23.  Publicly owned media shall publish or broadcast voter education material. 
24.  Voter education material shall be accurate, gender sensitive and impartial and must effectively 

inform voters about the voting process, including how, when and where to vote, to 
register to vote and to verify proper registration; the secrecy of  the ballot (and thus safety 
from retaliation); the importance of  voting; the functions of  the offices that are under 
contention; and similar matters. 

25.  Voter education shall include programmes in minority languages and programmes targeted for 
groups that traditionally may have been excluded from the political process, such as 
women and people with disabilities.

26.  Practical steps must be taken to discourage the use of  gender based violence, 
gender based political violence, gender stereotypes and disability stereotypes in political 
messaging. 




